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REGISTERED TRADE MARK ®

SWORD & SORCERY CAVALRY
— Rider 9p or Horse & Rider 20p

S.S.C. 1 Cimmerian Light Horse Spearman
S.S.C. 2 Cimmerian Light Horse Swordsman
S.S.C. 3 Zamporan Lancer
S.S.C. 4 Eastern Light Horse Lancer
S.S.C. 5 Eastern Heavy Lancer
S.S.C. 6 Eastern Officer
S.S.C. 7 Eastern Standard Bearer
S.S.C. 8 Hyrkranian Light Horse
S.S.C. 9 Hyrkranian Officer
S.S.C. 10 Poitevan Knight Lancer
S.S.C. 11 Aquitanian Knight with Battleaxe
S.S.C. 12 Aquitanian Knight with Standard
S.S.C. 13 Mid Western Knight with Lance
S.S.C. 14 Mid Western Mercenary
S.S.C. 15 Mid Western Standard Bearer
S.S.C. 16 Shemite Horse Archer
S.S.C. 17 Shemite Officer
S.S.C. 18 Vandan Lancer
S.S.C. 19 Vandan Officer
S.S.C. 20 Desert Horse Archer
S.S.C. 21 Desert Officer
S.S.C. 22 Hill Tribesman
S.S.C. 23 Khojan Knight
S.S.C. 24 Khojan Lancer
S.S.C. 25 Khojan Officer
S.S.C. 26 Kushite Lancer

Suggested
Horse tef.

S.S.H. 2
S.S.H. 2
S.S.H. 6
S.S.H. 5
S.S.H. 4
S.S.H. 3
S.S.H. 3
S.S.H. 5
S.S.H. 6
M.5
M.2

M.2

M.5
M.2

M.8

E.7

E.6

A.5
A.5
E.7

E.7

A.IO

E.7

E.6

E.7

A.4

HORSES-lip
S.S.H. 1 Horse sheepskin saddle—^walking
S.S.H. 2 Horse sheepskin saddle—galloping
S.S.H. 3 Horse leather saddle—walking
S.S.H. 4 Horse leather saddle—trotting
S.S.H. 5 Horse leather saddle—galloping
S.S.H. 6 Horse leather saddle and armoured head

—trotting

PERSONALITIES MOUNTED
— 21p with Horse

S.S.C.X. 1 The Barbarian
S.S.C.X. 2 Western King
S.S.C.X. 3 The Barbarian—King of Aquitania

PERSONALITIES ON FOOT-lOp
S.S.X. 1 The Barbarian
S.S.X. 2 The Barbarian Warrior
S.S.X. 3 Pirate Girl
S.S.X. 4 Western Queen
S.S.X. 5 Zaltotun of Archmage
S.S.X. 6 Eastern Queen

S.S.H. 1
M.8

M.8

POSTAGE EXTRA

MINIATURE FIGURINES
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON S02 0PA



THE PLACE WHERE YOU CAN GETIT!

TUN.WELLS 37624

for Collectors,Wargafflers,Modelfflakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures ■ Models • Kits • Conversions -Tools • Materials • Books • Prints ■ etc

18B The Pantiles. Tunbridge Wells. Kent.

[ Company HQ is based in bunker under BUTLER'S Jewellery
Centre - - tbrough the shop and down the stairs & you'r in )

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR COLLECTORS,WARGAMERS, MOOELLERS,etc... IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT,
WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU !... NORMAL OELIVERY 7 -14 OAYS ... WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE - AIRFIX

MINIFIGS - HISTOREX - PHOENIX - GREENWOOO & BALL - G.H.Q - TAMIYA - HASEGAWA -
STADOEN, LAMB, LASSETT, SANOERSON etc, FIGURES - BAGGER - BELLONA - HUMBROL -

TITAN - ETC - & LEAOING MILITARY BOOK PUBLISHERS. COMMISSIONS ACCEPTED FOR NEW

FIGURES-MODELS-OlORAIflAS.

OPEN OAlLY.lOam-lpm. 2-15pm - 5pm. CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

Nowadays we regard our target shooting as purely a sport and
pay little heed to its military value. Nevertheless, even in this
nuclear age, a definite value still exists. Accurate shooting with
the rifle has proved its value in the Viet Nam war and the follow
ing extract from an article in the American Rifleman by Brig.
Gen. S. L. A. Marshall, one of America's outstanding military
writers, is of particular interest in this respect. He states, "Viet
Nam is uniquely a rifleman's war. In casualty-producing impact,
rifle fire is the predominating force. This is true on both sides.
In excess of 70 per cent of the casualties inflicted and received on
both sides are caused by rifle bullets, according to my best
information and approximation. As for our own casualties,
more than 70 per cent of Americans killed or wounded are taken
out by the bullet, and somewhat more than 60 per cent of the
hits are in the head or the upper part of the body". At last
year's U.S. National Championships at Camp Perry nearly half
the entrants were from the U.S. Armed Forces.

Although we all hope we shall never again be involved in a
major conflict, while we still have armed forces the value of target
shooting as pre-service training cannot be denied. Now that
target shooting is a recognised sport in the Services perhaps we
shall see increased entries from that source at the Bisley National
Meeting and at other open prize meetings elsewhere.
An encouraging move in this respect is the institution of a

meeting for sniper instructors at Bisley in March. Sponsored by
the Army Rifle Association, they will be shown how the Service
sniper rifle can be converted to a target rifle and, under expert
guidance, will enjoy the pleasure of long range target shooting.
Should any of them be induced to join the N.R.A. and shoot at
the National Meeting, the new rules governing the Association
prizes may be of interest. In addition to any brand of ammuni
tion on sale by the N.R.A., any type of sight including telescopic,
and wrist rests may be used.

Leicester Micro

Models Ltd

Micro Tanks ■ Micro Aircraft ■ Micro Ships ■ Rules

122 LAZY HILL RD, ALDRIDGE, WALSALL, STAFFS

1/300 Scale W.W.I Tanks & Equipment

W.I. A 7V German Tank

W.2. Mk V male English Tank
W.3. Whippet English Tank
W.4. 18 pdr. QF Mk I Field Gun
W.5. 60 pdr. BL Mk I Field Gun

RANGE TO BE EXTENDED

Our Superb Range of 120 — 1/4800
metal ships and naval warfare rules
— designed for the wargamer by
wargamers.

Examples:

Bismarck No 310 7p
Hood No 207 7p

Prinz Eugen No 311 7p
Prince of Wales No 309 7p

SAE for complete Price List

Postage rates: Orders up to £3.00 add 10% (mimimum lOp).
Orders over £3.00 add 5%. Orders over £10.00 POST FREE



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
Uju MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

OCTOBER 1975 additions to range

25nini

Napoleonic Peninsular (NP)
NP 8 British infantry. Advancing
NP 9 British Infantry Officer
NP10 British infantry Drummer
NP11 British Ensign with Coiours
NP12 British Rifleman

NP13 British Rifles Officer
NP14 British infantry, charging
NP15 French Fusiiier, advancing
NP16 French Fusiiier, charging
NP17 French Grenadier, advancing
NP18 French Line infantry Officer

Ancient Roman (AR)

AR22 Late Roman Officer
AR23 Paiatina Auxiiiary, with spear
AR24 Paiatina Auxiiiary, with bow

Ancient Greek (AG)

AGIO Greek Officer
AG11 Greek Standard Bearer
AG12 Macedonian Phaiangite

A superb new range of 30mm figures designed by
Dave Sparrow, a designer who is fast acquiring
internationai merit.

Avaiiabie at the present in handcrafted pewter,
these figures are presented oniy in boxed sets with
fuiiy veneered mahogany bases, base materiai and
effects and are compiete with information bookiets.
Where appiicabie, the artiiiery equipment is from
the aiready weii-known, unbeatabie Hinchiiffe 30mm
range.

Fuiiy acceptable to the established collector, these
diorama packs are also ideal for that "don't know
what to buy him" present.

30mm Diorama Packs (30/DP)
30/DP2 6 pounder gun

and crew (9) of
the Royal Horse
Artiiiery 1815.

30/DP3 9 pounder gun
and crew (9) of
the British Foot

Artiiiery 1815.
(as illustrated)

75mm Julian Benassi Range
(75/JB)
75/JB3 Bersagiieri 1917

— The Italian
Army in the act
of demolishing
an Austrian
frontier post.

£3.25
(as Illustrated)

75/JB4 Italian Line In
fantry Private
1917 — A I
sentry in the 1
Alps. £2.50
(as illustrated)

Our manufacturers in the U.S.A.: Heritage Models Inc., 2916 BIystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220.

We recommend HUMBROL.
AUTHENTIC

MILITARY COLOURS for all our products



METAL MINIATURES

25 mm Wargames Figures

NAPOLEONICS

An extensive range including

OFFICERS, MUSICIANS, STANDARD BEARERS & GUN CREWS FOR ALL ARMIES

■ ■ ■ ■

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

A large range

PERSONALITIES, CANNONS & CART

■ ■ ■ ■

16th CENTURY

Range will be increased in the near future

■ ■ ■ ■

ANCIENTS

GREEKS, ROMANS, DARK AGES

■ ■ ■ ■

OTHER RANGES

NORMANS, TURKS, SPANISH

Prices

FOOT FIGURES ,

CAVALRY. . .

CATALOGUE.

Available from

MAILORDER OFFICE

23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

BEDS. LU7 8SF

C. S. & D INC.

731 SO. UNIVERSITY BLVD.

DENVER

COLORADO 80209

USA

MIDWEST WARGAMES SUPPLY

1516 MONTCLAIR PLACE

ANN ARBOR

MICHIGAN 48104

SOLDIER WORLD

117 8th AVE

JUNIATA

ALTOONA

PA. 16601



Wargames rules | i/sooth microarmour op each
LAND BATTLES
1000BC to 1000AD (W.R.G.) 95p
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset) 60p
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 60p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 60p
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.) 65p
American Civil War

(Conferedate High Command) 65p
20th Century Skirmish Rules 35p
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 70p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 95p
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II
(Skytrex) 50p

Leicester-Micro-Warfare W.W.II 65p
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.05
W.W.II Rules—basic (Mike Philpott &
Bob Thompson) 25p

Colonial Skirmish Rules £1.50
New W.W.I Land Battles 65p

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 70p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) BOp
American Civil War Ironclads
(Navwar) 60p

W.W.I Naval (Skytrex) 55p
W.W.I Naval (Leicester) BOp
Galactic Warfare Rules BOp

Publications
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic
Wars by Phil Barker (W.R.G. £1.30

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome
by Phil Barker £1.75

The War Fleets of Antiquity
by Richard Nelson (W.R.G.) £1.90

Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath
(W.R.G.) £1.80

English Civil War—US publication £1.20
How to Win Wargames (Mike

Philpott and Bob Thompson) BOp
Armies and Enemies of Ancient
Egypt and Assryia £2.30

Agincourt by Almark gives details of
the battles and extensive painting
details £1.25

The Napoleonic Wargame by
G. W. Jeffreys £1.50

Armies of the Greek and Persian
Wars £2.40

NEW GAMES JUST

ARRIVED FROM USA
By RAND

(QUALITY BOXED BOARD GAMES)

Lee V Meade £4.25
Saratoga £4.25
Invasion Sicily £4.25
Vicksburg £4.40
Volume One (Few Only)
(multigame pack) £14.95

By ATHOL GAMES
(QUALITY BOXED BOARD GAMES)

MacArthur £4.75
Patton £4.75

Both the above have three separate
campaign maps to cover major battles
in the careers of these two generals.

Postage and Packing 30p per game.

If you want further details

send a large stamped self-addressed

envelope or ring the shop

NOTTINGHAM 43457

Skytrex W. W. 1

1/3000 th Ships
Great Britain
•Dreadnought
•St. Vincent

•Bellerophon
•Colossus
•Orion

•King George V
•Iron Duke
•Queen Elizabeth
•Royal Sovereign
•Invincible
•Indefatigable

British
Crusader Tank
Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank

ChurchillTank
Cromwell Tank
Humber Armoured Tank
25 pdr. Gun (Firing)
25 pdr. Gun (Limbered)
17 pdr. Gun(Firing)
B pdr. Gun (Firing)
Daimler Scout Car
Scorpion Flail
Centaur A.R.V.
Austin Bowser

Bedford Q.L. 3-ton truck
British A9 Tank
Vickers Light Tank
White Scout Car
Stag Hound Armoured Car
2 par. Gun (Firing)
Quad Truck
Bishop S.P. Gun
Bofors Quad
Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Car
Archer 17 pdr. S.P. Gun
A13 Cruiser Tank
A30 Challenger
Bren Carrier
Scammell Pioneer
Scammell Breakdown Crane
Austin 3-ton Truck
Austin 30 cwt. Truck
A.E.C. Mk.1 Armoured Car
A.E.G. Mk.1 Armoured Car
Morris 15 cwt. Radio Truck
Morris 15 cwt. Bowser
Crusader III A.A.
Priest S.P.G.
Humber Staff Car
Roils Royce A/Car

(1939/42)

American
Grant Tank
Sherman Tank
Stuart Tank
M3 Halftrack
i-ton Jeep
155mm Howitzer
MS Armoured Car
Sherman Firefly
Chev. L.R.D.G. Truck
MID Tank Destroyer
MIS Tank Destroyer
D.U.K.W.
Mack B X 6 Truck
Chev. 30 cwt. Truck

M3B Tank Destroyer
Pershing

Italian
M13/40 Tank
Sermovente 75/18
Autoblind Armoured Car

•Lion
•Tiger
•Repulse
Achilles
Lord Nelson
King Edward VII
Blonde
Weymouth
Arethusa
Comos

•Mons (2)

German
•Von Der Tann

•Moltke
•Seydlitz
•Derflinger
•Deutchland
•Westfalen
•Helgoland
•Kaiser
•Koenig
•Baden
Nuernburg
Augsberg
Breslau
Regensburg

•V25 (2)
•T150 (2)
Bleucher
Roon

Austria Hungary
•Viribis Units
•Radetsky
Collier (2)
Cargo Ships (2)

20p *25p each

Gtxrman
P^c. Kpfw. t Tank
®z. Kpfw. 11 Tank
Pz. Kpfw. Ill Tank
Pz. Kpfw IV Tank F1
Pz. IVF2
Pz. IV ous.H
Tiger I Tank

i Tiger 11 Tank
Jagdtiger
Panther Tank

I Jadgpanther
Stug. Ill Assault Gun
Elefant
Pz. Kpfw. 4.7 cm. Pak(t)
Sd. Kfz. (88 Tractor)
M/C Combination
Opel Blitz 3-ton Truck
Daimler Benz 3000L Truck
Pz. Kpfw. 38(t)
Sturmtiger
Opel Maultier Halftrack
Sd. Kfz. 250
Sd. Kfz. 250/8 7.5 cm. L/24
Sd. Kfz. 250/9 Armoured

Car
Daimler Benz Bowser
Marder III Pak 7B.2mm.

Kubelwagen
Sd. Kfz. 234/4 Armoured

Car 7.5 Pak 40
Sd. Kfz.233 Armoured

Car 7.5 L24
Sd. Kfz. Armoured Car
Sd. Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
8.8cm. Flak (Firing)
8.8cm. Flak (Limbered)
5.0cm. Pak 38 (Firing)
7.5cm. Pak 40 (Firing)
8.8cm. Pak 43 (Firing)
Sd. Kfz.222 Armoured Car
Steyr 1500 Field Car
PzFH Wespe 105mm. S.P.

Gun
Nashorn 88mm. S.P. Gun
JagdpanzerIV
Hummel
Marder III
Jadgpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Sd. Kfz. (Open top)
Kettenkrad
SIG33/150mm. S.P.G. 38(t)
37mm. A.A. S.P.G.
Sd. Kfz. 251 Halftrack
Sd. Kfz. 251/7 Engineers

Vehicle
Sd. Kfz. 251/16 Flame

Thrower
Sd. Kfz. 251/17 A.A. 20mm.
Nebelwerfer
Saurer Heavy Truck
S.W.S. 40 Halftrack
Mercedes Staff Car
Ostwind A.A. S.P.G.
Sd. Kfz. 250/7 80mm.

Self Propelled Mortar
Opel Radio Truck

Russian
KVI Tank
T34/7B Tank
T34/85 Tank
KV2 Tank
SU 76 Assault Gun
M39 Anti-Tank Gun
JS 152 Assault Gun
BA-10M Armoured Car
SU 85 Assault Gun
SU 122 Assault Gun

Stalin Tank
Gaz 4x6 Truck
Gax 4x4 Truck
BT 7 Tank
JS 11 Tank
Katyuska Rocket Launcher
KV/85 Tank
SU 100 Assault Gun
152mm. Tracked Howitzer
Gaz Field Car

WORLD WAR II 1/3000th

SCALE SHIPS

No. in Price
Type Class Each

U.S.A.

Iowa BB 6 25p

South Dakota BB 2 25 p

Essex CVA 23 25p

Baltimore CA 18 25p

Atlanta CL 12 25p

Sumner (2) DD 100+ 25p

Livermore (2) DD 50 + 25p

JAPAN

Yamato BB 4 25p

Kongo BB 4 25p

Shokaku CV 2 25p

Nachi CA 4 25p

Hibiki (2) DD 20+ 25p

GREAT BRITAIN

Resolution BB 5 25 p

Rodney BB 2 25p

Illustrious CV 4 25p

Berwick CA 2 25 p

Suffolk CA 2 25p

Mauritius CL 8 25p

Ajax CL 5 25p

Sydney CL 3 25p

M Class (2) DD 12 25 p

J Class (2) DD 24 25 p

G/H Class (2) DD 22 25p

GERMANY

Gneisenau BC 2 25 p

Lutzow CA 1 25p

Konisberg CL 3 25p

Von Boeder (2) DD 6 25p

MAAS Class (2) DD 16 25p

1  AGENT FOR THE U.S.A.n
Bill Dean Books Ltd., 166-41,

Powells Cove Boulevard,

Whitestone, New York 11357

Postage: 10"/o up to £5. Free over

£5. Overseas Air Mail 60% up to

£7 30% over £7.

GIVE US A TELEPHONE CALL

FOR INFORMATION ON THE

LATEST S.P.I. GAMES IN

STOCK.

Kingmaker £3.70

Seastrike £4.60

Decline & Fall £3.50

Trireme £4.20

Diplomacy £3.50

SCNTRE
Dept.,MM10, 28 CHURCH STREET,
WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE.



NAVWAR The Naval Wargames Specialist

NAVWAR 1:3000th SCALE WORLD
2&P per packet
N T

WAR TWO Metal Ships —

ame

Great Britain
Prmce of Wales
Hood

Illustrious
Cumberland
Sydney
Hawkins

'M' Class (x2)
Tribal class {x2)
'V & W' Cl

ype No. Date

BB 5 1940
BC 1 1941
CV 4 1940
CA 2 1935
CL 3 1935
CA 2 1919
DD 12 1940
DO 24 19w-

NAVWAR 1;1200th Scale NAPOLEONIC WARSHIPS
Great Britain
V

ass {x2) DD 10 1917
L

SS 1500 1944

eeds & Ludlow DD 2 1918
Liberty Ship Merchant

Germany
Bismark BB 2 1939
Lutzow CA 1 1933
Konigsberg CL 3 1929
Von Roeder fx2) DD 6 1939 R
Type XXI {x3) SS 1500 1944

Japan
Yamato BB 2 1941
Nachi CA 4 1936

United States
Iowa BB 4 1943

Baltimore CA 8 1943
WiCkes Class (x2) DD 111 1918
Atlanta CLAA 11 1941

NAVWAR 1:3000th SCALE WORLD
VESSELS
25o per packet (except PBs, ACs,
GREAT BRITAIN

Rodney
Resolution

Berwick

Mauritius
Ajax
Emerald
tnnce Class (x2)
G/H' Class (x2)
Town Class (x2)
'T' Class (x3)

2  1930
5  1936
2  1928
8  1939
5  1934
2  1926
4  1941
22 1936
48 1918

53 1939

Gneisenau BC 2 1938
Prinz Eugen CA 2 1936
Narvik Class (x2) DD 14 1941
Maass Class (x2) DD 16 1935
Ermland Tanker

Shokaku CV 2 1941
Fubuki Class (x2) DD 20 1928

Essex CV 24 1943
Livermore {x2) DD 64 1940
Gwin Class (x2) DD 3 1918
Fletcher (x 2) DO 179 1942

WAR ONE and PRE-DREADNOUGHT

PCs, LCs, — 20p per packet).

Roval Sovereign BB 5 1916 Queen Elizabeth BB 5 1914
Iron Duke BB 4 1914 King George V BB 4 1912
Ormn BB 4 1912 Colussus BB 2 1911

St Vincent BB 3 1910 Bellerophon BB 3 1909
Dreadnought BR 1 1Q0R Lord Nelson PB 2 1907
King Edward VII PB 8 1905 London PB 8 1902
Majestic PB 9 1895 Royal Sovereign PB 7 1892
Hood PB 1 1891 Nile .PB 2 1888
Tiger BC 1 1914 Lion BC 3 1912

Indefatigable BC 3 1911 1  vi nci ble BC 3 1908

Achilles AC 4 1907 Black Prince AC 2 1906 R

Monmouth AC 10 1903 Cressy AC 6 1901 R

Diadem PC 8 1898 Eclipse PC 9 1897
Edgar PC 7 1R93 Powerful PC 2 1895

Comus LC 6 1914 Arethusa LC 8 1914

Weymouth I.C 4 1911 'V Class (x2) DD 28 1917 R

'S' Class (x2) DD 6? 191fi Afimiralty
AHr-^.'.T|tv R (x2) no .•^9 1916 R  (x2) DD 11 1917

■V Class (x2) DD 29 1911 'L' Class (x2) DD 16 1913
■G' riass ix?) no R 1909 'H' Class (x2) DD 20 1910
'C Class (x2) DD 32 1896 'D' Class (x2) DD 10 1895

GFRMANY
Bayern BB 2 1916 Konig BB 4 1914
Kaiser BB 5 1912 Helgoland BB 4 1911
We'^tfalen BB 4 1909 Worth PB 4 1894
Oerfflmqer BC 3 1914 Seydlitz BC 1 1913
Moltke BP. 2 1911 Von Der Tann BC 1 1903

Deutschland PB 5 1906 Boon AC 2 1905
Rliiechcr AC 1 1909 Regensberg LC 2 1914
Freya PC 5 1R9R Augsberg LC 4 1910
Emden LC 2 1908 Nurnberg LC 3 1908
Leipzig LC 2 1906 Bremen LC 5 1904

Frauenlob LC 10 1903 ■V 25' Class (x2) DD 16 1914
T 150' Class (x2) DD 12 1907 'T 90' Class (x2) DD 12 1899

JAPAN
Fuse BB 2 1917 Settsu BB 2 1912
Kpchimo PR 2 I9r^6 Mikasa PB 1 1902
Asahi PB 2 1901 Shikishima PB 1 1900
Fu)i PB 2 1897 Kongo BC 4 1913
Kiirama AC 2 1911 Tsukuba AC 2 1907
Kasuga AC 1 1904 Nisshin AC 1 1904
Idzumo AC 2 1900M Yakumo AC 1 1901 M
Asama AC 2 1893 Tsushima LC 2 1904M

ITALY
Andrea Dona BB 2 1916 R Conte Di Cavour BB 3 1915 R
Dante Aliqhien BB 1 1913 Roma PB 4 1908M
Regma Margherita PB 2 1904 E. Filiberto PB 2 1902
Sardcnqa PB 3 1895 Pisa AC 2 1909
G Garibaldi AC 3 1899 Nino Bixio LC 2 1914 R
Quarto LC 1 1913 R Libia LC 1 1913

RUSSIA
Kniaz Suvcrov PB 5 1904 Tsarevitch PB 1 1900
Ratvi/an PB 1 1902 t.-. Apraxin PB 2 1898
Oushakoff PB 1 1898 Navarin PB 1 1895
Bayan AC 4 1903M Vanag PC 1 1900

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
Viribus 'Jnitis BB 4 1913M Radetzky PB 3 1910
Sankt Ceorg AC 1 1905- Helgoland LC 3 1914
Tatra Ci<;ss (x2) DD 12 1914 R

BB—Dreadnought Battleshio, BC—Battlecruiser, PB—Pre-Dreadnought.
CV—Aircraft Carrier, AC—Armoured Cruiser, PC—Protected Cruiser.
CA—Heavy Cruiser, LC/CL—Light Cruiser, DD—Destroyer, SS—Sub
marine. Models Marked M' are being remoulded, those marked 'R'
are to be released—Please do NOT order until they are advertised.
1:3000 SCALE MODERN WARSHIPS (ideal for use with Seastnke)
Moskva 30p. Georges Leygues 25p, Guided Missile Cruiser 25p,
Rothesay Class 25p. Tribal Class 25p. 841 Class Patrol Boat 15p.

Post and Peking: UK up to £5, add 10 per cent (min I5p), over £5
post free. Overseas—Surface 35 per cent, Airmail 50 per cent.

NAVWAR PRODUCTIONS LTD..
48 East View, BARNET, Herts., ENS 5TN

trade enquiries WELCOME

ictory 100 1st 1803 25p Leander 50 4th 1780 20p
Royal George 100 1st 1787 25p Glatton 54 4th 1795 20p
Union 98 2nd 1810 25p Shannon 38 5th 1806 20p
Christian VIII 80 3rd 1807 ,?5p Cruiser & 18 Brig 1797 20p
Achiile 74 3rd 1798 25p Cutter 8
Agamemnon 64 3rd 1781 25p Prosperp (Bomb
Bellerophon 74 3rd 1787 25p Ketcfy Cutter 1803 20p
France
Commerce de Superbe

Maresilles 120 1st 1788 2'>P PomOne
Franklin 80 3rd c1790 25p Mars

1803 20p

Commerce de Superbe 74 3rd 1785 25p
Maresilles 120 1st 1788 2'>P PomOne 44 4th c1790 20p

Franklin 80 3rd c1790 25p Mars
Ouguay Trouin 74 3rd c1794 25p (privateer) 20 1 795 20p
Spain
Santissima Fenix 80 3rd 1751 25p

Trinidada 130 1st 1769 25p Montanez 74 3rd 1788 25p
San Josef 112 1st 1783 25p Medea 40 5th 1798 20p
United States of America
Independence 74 3rd 1814 25p Hancock 32 5th 1776 20p
Constitution 44 4th 1797 20p
Merchant Ship
East Indlaman 28 1757 20o

SPECIAL OFFER FOR CHRISTMAS — NAPOLEONIC STARTER PACK £3
post free in U.K., U.S. $10 by airmail contains Navwar Napoleonic
nsval wargames rules, pair of decimal dice and twelve 1:1200th
Napoleonic warships comprising: BRITISH; 1—1st rate, 1—2nd rate,
3—3rd rates (2 x 74, 1 x 64), a frigate.
ALLIES; 1—1st rate, 4—3rd rates (1 x 80, 3x74), 1 frigate ^ all dif
ferent. Offer ends 25.12.75.

WHITE ENSIGN 1:1200 Scale Metal Warships
Ml A Class recon Sub GB 15p M14Vosp«
M2 T Class recon Sub GB 15p ^15 Motoi
M3 H Class Destroyer GB 30p f^i6 M191i
M4 Type II Coastal M17 Avenc

U-Boat Ger 12p E-Boa
M5 Type VII, Seagoing M19 Black

U-Boat Ger 12p M20 Yacht
MS Type IX, Oceangoing M21 S-10 "

U-Boat M22 S4Z (
M7 Type IXc Oceangoing M23 TViba

U-Boat Ger 12p m24 J Cla
M8 Type XXI Oceangoing M25 Maas

U-Boat Ger 12p M26 1-40 (
M9 Narvik Class Dest Ger 36p ^^27 Fairrr
M10 A Class Sub GB 15p M28 Eico
Mil Hunt Class Dest M29 Flow«

I  Escort GB 30p M30 Land)
Bustler Class Fleet
Tug GB 25p

RED ENSIGN 1:1200 Scale Metal Merchantmen

M14 Vospe r MTB F/Deck GB 8p
M15 Motor Anti-Sub Boat GB 8p
M16 M1915 M/sweeper Ger 25p
M17 Avenger CVE GB £1.20
M18 E-Boat Ger 12p
M19 Black Swan Sloop GB 25p
M20 Yacht Nixie Lighter Ger 12p
M21 S-10 Type E-Boat Ger 12p
M22 S4Z Class Dest GB 36p
M23 Tribal Class Dest GB 36p
M24 J Class Dest GB 36p
M25 Maass Class Dest Ger 36p
M26 1-40 Class Sub Jap ZOp
M27 Fairmile A Class MGB GB 12p
M28 Eico Oiass PT Boat GB 12p
M29 Flower Class Cor GB 25p
M30 Landing Ship Medium US 25p

RE1 SS Amora, Tnree island RET M
Tramp with 4" gun 36p M

RE2 MV Lion, Vehlcfe and RES M
Pass Ferry "TSp RE9 Si

RE3 MV Pacific Coast,Coaster 30p RE10 C
RE4 MV British Endurance, REII S:

Oiler £1.20 b
RE5 Pilot Cutter 25p RE12 S
RES Isle of Guernsey, Ferry 36p RE13 S

RF14 M
MM METAL SHIP KITS 1:1200 Scale
HMS Exeter, H/Cruiser GB£1.50 HMS A
IJMS Fubuki, Dest Jap 40p Carrier
FLEETLINE 1:1200lh Scale warship models

RET M

FD1 A FTK21

V Brockley Combe.
Motor Coaster 30p

RES MV Anonity, Oiler 25p
RE9 SS Kyle Rhea, Coaster 25p
RE10 Clyde Puffer 12p
RE11 SS Avoceta, Pass Cargo

bieamer 75p
RE12 SS Galway, Mail Packet 40p
RE13 ST Naptia, Tuq 20p
RE14 MV Ulster Monarch 80p

HMS Ark Royal, Aircraft
Carrier GB £2.80

rmada, DD 1943 76p
FD1A Jutland. DD 1944 76p
FS2 Tally Ho, Sub. 1943 25p
F$2A Truant. Sub. 1940 25p
FM3 Marvel, Minesweeper

1946 56p
FM3A Algerine. Minesweeper

1942 56p
FM3B Fantome, Minesweeper

1942 56p
FS4 Ultimatium, Sub. 1941 25p
FS6 Sceptre, Sub. 1941 25p
FEC6 Pursuer. CVE 1943 £1.98
FA7 Grumman Wildcat (x4) 15p
FS8 Resolution. SSN 1967 33p
FF9 Amethyst, Frigate 1943 66p
FC10 Ajax, Light cruiser

1934 £1.98
FS11 Dreadnought, SSN 1967 33p
FS12 Andrew. Sub. 1946 25p
FS12A Anchorite. Sub. 1955 25p
FBD13 Barfoil. BDV 1942 43p
F015 Gold Ranger, Oiler 1940 99p
FSU17 R. Middleton, Supply

ship 56p
FS18 Thames, Sub. 1940 33p
FE19 S114, E-boat (x2) 1940 40p
FLC20 LCT(3) 1940 33p
FLC20A LOT (3) +

Gun Deck 1940 36p
FLC20B LCT (3) +

M R L. 1941 40d
NAVAL WARGAMES RULES:—
1000BC to 500AD (WRG) 70p
Napoleonic Naval, 1793-1815

(Navwar) 60p
World War One (Leicester^ 50p
World War Two (Leicester) 60p

4 Sherman Tanks 15p
FS22 Russian 'N' class Sub.

1960 33p
FS23 Russian 'J' class Sub.

1962 33p
FS24 Russian *F' class Sub.

1959 33p
FS24A Russian 'F' Arctic

version 33p
FGB25 British 70' MGB (x3)

194- 33p
FD26 Wivern, Short range

escort 66p
FD26A Whitehall, Long range

escort 194C 66p
FD26B Viscount, destroyer

1917 66p
FD26CVanity. A.A. Escort

1940 66p
FS27 Russian 'G' class SSBM

33p
FMB28 GB 117' MTB

(MGB511) (x2) 194- 40p
FS29 Ml, Submarine 1918 30d
FLC30 Abbeville, Landing

Ship 56p
FTB31'D' class Fairmile

MTB (x2) 40p
FD32 IJMS Asashio, Jap.

dest 1937 66p
D4 300' Floating Dock £1.14

Greek Naval (LWS) 60p
ACW & Ironclad (Navwar) 600
World War One (Skytrex) 55p
WWII Coastal Warfare (Navwar)

60p

NEW Boxed Wargames from the States — £5.50 each Post Free
Wooden Ships and Iron Men Seven Days Battles (Battleline)

(Battleline) Overlord (Conflict)
Bar-Lev (Conflict) Kaiserine Pass (Conflict)
Verdun (Conflict)
also from the U.K.
Kincmaker (Ariel) £3.69 Seastrike (WRG) £4.60



Osprey Men~at~Arms~a uniform success
Men-at-Arms - the most distinguished series of military
uniform books in the world - now includes over 50 titles.
Subjects range from the Roman Army to the Napoleonic
campaigns and the Second World War. Each book includes
monochrome illustrations and'superb full colour plates of
uniforms.

New Men-at-Arms titles

Pub hcation February 1976

The Zulu Wars by Angus McBride
The Mexican-American War 1846-1848 by Philip Ratcher
Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers by Emir Bukhari
The Landsknechts by Douglas Miller

Published September 1975
Napoleon's Artillery by Robert Wilkinson-Latham
Medieval European Armies by Terence Wise
Spanish Armies of the Napoleonic Wars by Otto von Pivka
The Royal Green Jackets by Christopher WUkinson-Latham
Each book: 48 pages, illustrations throughout, plus 22-24
colour paintings. £1.50, paper cover.

Also available from Osprey:

A Concise Dictionary of Mihtary Biography
by Martin Windrow & Francis K. Mason
An absorbing and original study of 200 of the greatest
names in land warfare since the 10th century.
352 pages. Hardcover. £5.95.

Armies of the American Wars 1753-1815
by HiBip Katcher
lire story of the armies — American, French and British —
which fought in America from the siege of Quebec to the
storming of New Orleans.
176 pages, illustrated. Hardcover. £5.00.

The Armies of Europe Today
by Otto von Pivka
ITie only book available which gives details of Europe's 27
national armies and those of the NATO and Warsaw Pact
alliances.

232 pages, illustrated. £3.95.

Send now for a free colour poster! of all Osprey
Men-at-Armsi and mihtaria books.

Available from good model shops and bookshops, or direct from:
Osprey Publishing Ltd., 12-14 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LP.
Please send me copy/ies of .

Please send me details of all Osprey titles.
I enclose cheque/P.O., value £
10% of total for p & p)

. (please add

Address

WN/12/7S

Osprey
fMember Company of

the George Philip Group)

U
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EDITORIAL

As the years roll by and one gets older,
particularly if you have been in the Services,
it becomes apparent that there exists one quality
and aspect of life that transcends almost all
others. Without it, life is a dull and colour
less existence; with it, horizons are broadened,
doors are opened and our onward march possesses
a warm and euphoric atmosphere. Comradeship and
fellowship are the qualities under review and
the inspiration to phil090J5hl.se .about them arose
from the slowly-acquired knowledge of many years
that these twin bounties represent the, best
aspects of wargaming, not the figures, terrain,
models and rules.

It takes two to tango and, although I have
had a great deal of pleasure out of practising
and writing about Solo Wargaming, nothing can
really touch the pleasure of facing old and
valued friends and opponents across a wargames
table, testing your tactical knowledge against
theirs and both gracefully accepting defeat and
victory in the knowledge that it does not rciilly
matter and that there will always be another day.

Launch Party for the 50th Men-at-Arms title
"Spanish Armies of the Napoleonic Wars", held in
London 24th September 1975. Left to right - Frank
Hinchliffe, Peter Beaton of Tradition, Peter Gilder
of Hinchliffe Models and Tony Bovill, Managing
Director of Osprey.

I have more than my fair share of friends and, con
sidering my forthright nature and inability to suffer fools gladly, remarkably few enemiesi People
are what Life is all about and if in this present-day world large numbers of the better people are
being disadvantageously manipulated by much smaller numbers of the worst people then it occurs because
basically we are friendly trusting souls. Many of those people involved in wargaming have been kind
enough to state that I have personally aided the hobby in its growth but I do not believe that however
much I might have given can ever balance what I have received in the way of good times with good
fellows. Blessed over the years with a long run of amiable, non-argumentative wargaming opponents,
my table-top battles have been benevolent rather than bitter, fun rather than ferocious - and those
who might criticise any lack of intensity or flexible devotion to detail should realise that this is
how we like it because from it flourishes friendship and fellowship.

Outside my perhaps narrow practical wargaming world, there are innumerable events and occurrences
where old friends and acquaintances abound. In a world where Christmas seems to come twice a year,
only a regrettably strong sense of discipline keeps me tied to a desk and away from socialising.
Nevertheless, at the Osprey launch party depicted above, I found I knew about 75 per cent of the
guests and the subsequent conversation rather than the gin produced that air of ebullience which
coloured my progress for the remainder of that day! Feeling very guilty, I am sneaking off in ten
days time to spend a weekend as the guest of Hinchliffe Models Limited at NORTHERN MILITAIRE '75 in
Manchester when a couple of days will be devoted to nostalgia and kindred topics with old friends.

One of the big events of the wargamer's year is the MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION regularly held in
London early in the New Year. There is no point in repeating information, contained elsewhere in
this magazine, concerning venue, dates, etc. Suffice to say this is a fine venture at which the war-
gamer can view all the latest items on trade stands, take part in (or watch) wargames and. more than
anything else, he can meet other wargamers and friends from all over U.K. Make a rendezvous at
Seymour Hall with the fellow-hobbyist with whom you have been corresponding but have never met!

DON FEATHERSTONE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 30p per copy + 6p postage - £4.32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £4.50p (^13).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas. Subscriptions and Enquiries Editorial Off ice
Belmont-Maitland (Publishere) Ud. Featherstone

Tradition, 188 Piccadilly ,
ADVERTISING RATES: Full naee - £12.00ti London,wiv sda esHiiiLane
~Z T TT LrQt.p c\f\ P.O. BoxAQA Southampton S01 SADAdvertisement Menager, Half page - £7. OOp . Tct 01-734 1352 Hants, U.K.

teadition'^*™' Quarter page - £4.OOp
188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA. Eighth page - £2.50p

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF 11" x 6".



THE IRISH REGIMENTS IN 18th CENTURY SPAIN

A9

I ̂ ^Ct3T,
ecmu exf<

In the middle of the eighteenth century the
Spanish army numhered some 70 i . regiments. Of J'fj \ /1^
tlie 'il infantry regiments, only 29 were Spanish //iX-—
units; in the typical style of the cosmopolitan j irC^^ M iiV
armies of the period the others comprised 4 M ° (T^
Walloon regiments (including the Walloon Guards),

The latter traced their history hack to the iC y \
year 1709, when Philip V, forced to defend his j^fe 7 ̂  pfW^ U '
throne in the War of the Spanish Succession, re- VM f If % ̂. i / * ''
cruited a number of foreign soldiers for his ^ ̂ jiio L ■ ' if
service. In November of that year two Irish ' ''" ' |:
regiments were raised by the Spanish Marquis of v '' \" '' • ̂  \ Jw
Castelar; officered by Irish officers from the ^ 4V.
army of Louis XLV, the regiments were known \ l
initially as "Castelar" and "MacAulif f e" , and l
the ranks were filled with ex-prisoners of war: ,! P If \ \
Swiss, Walloons and Germans, together with Irish I Iv STC"OT 4) f 1 Vi \probably drawn from prisoners taken at the Battle ^ VrTM' | J V

Later in 1709 two further regiments, those X P |
of the Duke of Vendome and Comesford, were I /ft I
raised, making a total of four in all. A fifth
was added in 1715 when, with the ending of the
war, the French Irish regiment of Francis
Wauchopes was transferred into Spanish service.

Originally comprising two battalions, each
consisting of 13 companies of 50 men each, including one grenadier company, it seems that Castelar
was the only unit to adhere to this organisation, the other regiments being of one battalion only.
In 1718 the Spanish army was reorganised, the regiments being given territorial titles, and the Irish
were renamed as follows:-

Castelar - HIBEENIA
MacAuliffe - ULTONIA (Ulster)
Vendome - LIMERICK

Comesford - WATERFORD
Wauchope - IRLANDA

Whereas the Spanish national regiments wore a white uniform, the Irish wore the red coats of the
old Jacobite army, from which at least two of the regiments were directly descended, ULTONIA's
officers having been drawn entirely from the old French Irish regiment of Galmony, while IRLANDA had
originally been recruited in Dublin as the Queen's Regiment of Foot in the Jacobite army. These two
regiments had blue facings, whereas the others had green. The musicians wore uniforms of the
regimental facing colour, laced with red, and had red stockings. Waistcoat and breeches followed
the colour of the coat.

Each regiment had two colours: the Royal Colour (identical for all Spanish units) which was
white, with a cross of Burgundy in scarlet. At the end of each limb of the cross was a crown, while
between each pair of limbs were the castles and lions of Castile and Leon; the Regimental Colour had
a ground of the regiment's facing colour, and in the centre the badge and name of the unit. For the
native Spanish regiments this was usually the coat of arms of the town or province after which the
unit had been named, but the Irish flags bore instead a harp.

Recruiting was always a problem. Though allowed to recruit any non-Spanish soldiers ULTONIA
marched to its first campaign over two hundred men below strength, and later absorbed an entire
Spanish regiment into its ranks (Santiago) when army reorganisation later called for a 2 battalion
regimental establishment. Though many native Spanish were enlisted in the ranks to bolster the
always weak battalions, it was not until very late in the century that any commission (bar that of
colonel) was given to a non-Irish officer.

The Italian campaigns of the War of the Austrian Succession effectively destroyed the Ijast true
Irish element of the rank and file. LIMERICK had been transferred into Neapolitan service in 1733,
and WATERFORD disbanded in 1734, its men being dispersed to other regiments; ULTONIA was serving in
Africa, and so HIBERNIA and IRLANDA took the field together in Italy as a small 'Irish Brigade'. At
Campo Santo they fought a hard rearguard action in which HIBERNIA lost about a thousand men from
its two battalions and IRLANDA suffered over seven hundred dead and wounded. In honour of this
sacrifice the regiments were ordered to display on their colours the motto: "In omnes terras exivit
sonitus eorum" ("Their sound has gone out into all lands").

In 1744 these regiments were again cut to pieces, this time at Velletri, when their own army
retreated into the town and the Irish were left alone outside with their backs very literally against
the wall and the town gates shut behind them. Confronted by an entire enemy army, they refused to
surrender, and so suffered the somewhat bloody consequences.

After this, the Irish element, officers excepted, disappeared almost completely. In 1792 the



with other foreign regiments, though they retained their titles and uniforms,
disbanded in ISlsf P light blue in 1802, with yellow facings. The regiments were finally

The unable to locate any illustrations of any of the Irish regiments
no t V drawing is based on the ordinary Spanish uniform of the period, and shfuTri^
nL taken as an accurate representation of the dress of the Irish, though it is of course a
till 176f ^As-far a^I^San were clothed in much the same >vay. Lapels were not introduced1/0/., As far as I can tell Spanish grenadiers wore a fur cap rather than a mitre.

If there are any Newsletter readers who have access to further information (narticularlv t-p

Se^tv^of^miri'sth^^^^t these troops I should very much like to hear from them. I can offerplenty of mid-ISth century European information in exchange.

fJain References: 'Journal of the Royal United Services Institution' Vol. LXIII No. hk9 Februarv
,  1918 - Article by C. Oman. '

Others:

B.M.S.S. Bulletin, June I965.

Lloyd - 'Lists of the Forces of the Sovereigns of Europe' 176I
'Cronica del Traje Militar en Mexico del Siglio XVI at XX'

THE SWOP-SHOP
This new WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER service, intended to be a workable exchange system among British

wargamers, is not being fully utilised. It has been suggested that this is due to readers disliking
the practice of mutilating their Newsletter by cutting out the voucher, so in future items for ex
change can be listed in an ordinary letter which must be accompanied by the small coupon from below.
So, you have something to swop, list the items thus:-

1. I have the following goods to offer:-

2. I am interested in Item No. offered by
envelope. I can offer in exchange the following:-

3. I am anxious to obtain the following

I enclose a plain stamped

Send list (with coupon) to the Swop Shop, Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl
5AD. The goods will then be listed in the next issue of Wargamer's Newsletter.

If you see items listed that you fancy, send a coupon with a plain, stamped envelope to the
Editor, who will adress it, and pass it on - any negotiations can then be carried on direct. You are
welcome to simultaneously avail yourself of both ends of the swopping system.

Please note that coupons are ONLY valid for the month indicated. Because of postal difficulties
and ,delays, this service ihust be restricted to wargamers resident in Great Britain.

17. HENRY SWEENEY offers - Hinchliffe Napoleonic 25mm - 9k French Guard/Line Infantry; I6 Prussian
Line Infantry; 40 assorted French Cavalry. 2 Cannon plus crews (French). 1 Limber. 10 Garrison
French Foot Dragoons (25mm). ROS 25mm - 38 Guard/Line French Infantry. (mostjy unpainted; some
partly painted).

He is anxious to obtain - 25mm Ancient figures (metal) (Hinchliffe, Minifigs or Garrison), par
ticularly Romans but will consider Greeks or Achaemenian Persians.

18. C.P.NURSE offers - 25mm well painted 25 Portugese Infantry kneeling (I8I2); 38 Dutch Infantry
advancing; 3 Officers; 2 Drummers; I Ensign; 15 Dutch Infantry kneeling (I8I5).

He is anxious to obtain - The equivalent in 20mm French of the same period.

19. T.W.GREEN offers - 56 Garrison 25mm Gladiators - 26 painted and 30 unpainted. Heroics I/3OO 15O
British Line; 50 Highlanders; 50 Riflemen; 63 British Dragoons; 21 Scot Greys; 6 Artillery and crew;
150 French Line; 50 Vol.tigeurs; 50 Old Guard; 6 Artillery; 21 Line Chasseurs a Cheval; 21 Guard
lancers.

He is anxious to obtain - Any Hinchliffe Napoleonic 25mm except British and French.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by
the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane,
Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased at the
TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMES - £2.50p., (^7>./ •NAVAL WARGAMES - e5.60p. (^15.50). AIR WARGAMES -
£2.05p. (06). ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.80p. (07.80). WARGAME CAMPAIGNS -
£3.30p. (09.50). WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.I - 3000 BC to 1500 AD -
£4.30p. (012). WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.11 - I420-I783 - £3.30p.
(09.50). ■ WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.JII - 1792-1859 - £4.75p. (013.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.50p, (^10) . BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS -
£3.20pb (09). SOLO WARO^S - £2.75p. (08). HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER
COLLECTORS - £I.00p. (03). TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT
CAMPAIGN -„£3.I0p. (09). POITIERS 1356 - £1.15p. (g3.50). AT THEM WITH THE
BAYONET; - £I.65p. (05). MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p. (09.50). COLONIAL
Sl^LL WARS I837-I901 - £4.50p. (013). CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p.
(011). OLD BRITISIFmODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards - £1.65p. (05).

SWOP-SHOP

VOUCHER

DECEMBER 1975

TO ACCOMPANY ALL

"IN AND OUT"

DETAILS.



^no^'THMUatanc ^dtd (
COUPLED WITH GRATEFUL THAMS TO ALL OUR GUSTOI'IERS, SUPPLIERS Affi) FRIEILDS WHO HAVE
HELPED SO MUCH TO GIVE US A MOST EHCOURAGIHG TEAR. The response to our 'Special
Service' has proved its point. Weekly we welcome new regular customers to our 'bunker'
headquarters from far and near. Its growing popularity is such that when we do get
our long-sou^t 'shop front' we hope to retain the 'bunker' as oior operations Base,

Having retired from liijr §xecutive directorship of Subbuteo Ltd, I have now taken over
total direction of I'tiniature Warfare Ltd. Mrs Barbara Erik is now co-director in

place of my old friend Mr G, Butler, who has resigned. Together we hope to expand
and improve our services over the coming year, Incidently, I would remind all concerned
that Mniature Warfare Ltd,, is our ovm registered company - and has no connection
with any person or xublication formerly trading under that name.

We also have another company — G, ERIK DESIGH COHSULTAITOS LTD — 76 London Road,
Tunbridge Wells (Phone; 0892 - 57624.) Studio services include design/production of
FIGURES, ACCESSORIES, MODELS, DIORAI'lAS, and a 'collectors standard' HAND PAIHTING
SERVICE, Individual and/or manufacturers enquiries welcomed.

With very best wishes for the Xmas Season, and a Prosperous Hew Year to all.

Yours very sincerely, G, ERIK, Managing Director,

THE NEW

MODEL ARMY LTD
Directors Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, NIANOR PARK, LONDON, El 2 SPG. Telephone: 01-472 2508

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

cnr^lil I ICIillP FIGURES BY: SHIPS BY:
fcOf rIfcfOflf II HINCHLIFFE NAVWAR

mmm MINI FIG ENSIGN

FOR WARGAMERS
MINOT

& MILITARY FIGURE Bl...
GOLLECTORS Z —

SHIPS BY:

NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE
AIRFIX

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
How to find us .

RUSKIN ARMS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH St NORTH

EASTHA/M
DISTRICT LINE

NEW/VIODEL
AR/HY I 1
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

AND ALL ACCESSORIES
LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

MAIL ORDER TERMS: Under £10 add 25p. Over £10 post
free. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%. Airmail add 60%.

ENQUIRIES WQ.COME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC.



THE BATTLE OF

KALACH BRIDGE

(22 November 19^12)

A. Gralnger

1. This battle \\
situation was taken \V 2
from the successful \T

Russian attempt to \\
cut the line of re- \\
treat of the German \\
6th Army at Stalin- \\
grad in November
19^12 by capturing / \
the bridge over the '
River Don at Kalach.

In my game no
attempt was made to
recreate the battle; /
1 merely took the / ^
situation to provide ̂ 1 t -f-
a game in which a
German infantry T j .r-'"
force would try and
hold off a large i] A
Russian force until t T
armoured reinforce- -V
ments arrived. _ ^

\\

ciiiuuuxtru X tJiiixux ut;— r •

Ut coy k

^ iC/<]l,T /•D i-'i? -

KAi-AcH

i_r \ \ y
ments arrived. ^ ^ u-m . ̂ \ s\ ^ \\ \;f f \\
2. Figures and ■ ' ̂
tanks were taken from the Heroics, Skytrex and other Micro-tank ranges and the Wargames Research
Group Armour/lnfantry rules were used. Ground scale was 1 inch to 100 metres so although the playing
surface was only hO" by 30" a reasonably large area was actually available.

3. SITUATION:

The Russian 95th Shod Army is plunging deep into the rear of 6th Army fighting grimly at Stalin
grad. Units of the 95th have been ordered to capture the bridge at Kalach and hold it under rein
forcements arrive next day. Meanwhile the reinforced lllrd Infantry Company has been ordered to hold
Kalach and has been told that elements of 24th Panzer Division will be arriving at about O9OO in
anticipation of a Russian attack.

4. TERRAIN:

The river was uncrossable at all points except at the bridge at Kalach and a ford about of a
mile upstream. Marshes and the large wood to the south of the Kolkhoz (collective farm) were passable
only to troops moving on foot. The stream was crossable at all points except that wheeled vehicles
had to cross it at the ford or bridge.

5. RUSSIAN FORCE:

1 Coy heavy tanks (7 KVl) 1 Mortar platoon (3 82mm mortars)
1 SMG Coy (2 platoons, total 73 men) 1 MMG Platoon (3 Maxim MMGs)
1 PI KV2 (3 vehicles) 1 A/T Rifle platoon (5 A/T Rifles)
1 Coy Medium tanks (lO T34/76) 1 A/T section (2 45mm A/T Guns)
1 Coy light tanks (lO BT 7 tanks) 8 Katyusha Rocket Launchers
1 Motor Rifle coy (3 platoons, total 156 men + weapons platoon with 2 MMG and 2 50mm mortars)

6. GERMAN FORCE:

a) At start:

lllrd Inf Coy (3 platoons; total 108 men)
1 MMG section (2 MMGs)
1 Mortar section (2 80mm mortars)
1 A/T platoon (2 50mm A/T guns, 1 88mm Gun)
1 Panzerjager platoon (4 Marder 111)
1 OP Officer with 4 105mm guiis

7. THE BATTLE:

b) Reinforcements:

HQ (1 Pz IV, 1 Pz IV Special)
1 pi Pz 111 (5 tanks including 2 "Specials")
1 Panzerjager platoon (4 StuG Ills)
1 Armoured Pz Gren platoon (27 men)
2 Sdkfz 222 Armoured Cars.

The ground was very much in the favour of the Germans; there were only two suitable approaches
for tanks, one through the Kolkhoz and round the southern flank. Accordingly the Germans converted
the Kolkhoz into a strongpoint and garrisoned it with 7 and 8 platoons with all the anti-tank guns,
MMGs and 1 Marder in direct support. The other 3 Marders covered the long approach round the
southern flank but could also fire across the approaches to the Kholkhoz. 9 platoon was in defen
sive positions in Kalach but could move in Volkswagens to the Kolkhoz if required. The reinforce
ments would be deployed as necessary.



The Russian plan, governed to a certain extent hy the fact that its OPs were static and could
therefore only cover the kolkhoz, ineolved a simple steamroller assault in which the KV tanks and SMG
company would capture the kolkhoz while the T3'4S and Motor Rifle company would move through to take
the village from the north. The BT7s were to demonstrate in the south. The Russian commander also
rejected putting his main attack in the south because he thought unsuitable ground would restrict the
deployment of his armour.

From 0600 until 0625 the Katyushas bombarded the small wood north of the kolkhoz. The fire des
troyed the tractor of the 50mm gun and the 2 trucks and 1 motor-cycle forming the transport of 7
nlatoon but the dug-in troops suffered no casualties. At 0625 the KV company advanced across the
start-line. No. 1 platoon on the (Russian) left and No. 2 platoon on the right. The BT7 company moved
up onto the ridge in support. The Germans opened fire with artillery and mortars at the infantry oi
the SMG company being carried on the back of the KVs while the Marders had to concentrate on the BT7s.
The 88 also fired on the KVs but was forced to move by accurate covering fire from the KV2s, before it
could do any damage, to a new position at the edge of the trees on the eastern end of the main ridge.
As the KVs approached the 50mm guns opened fire at 500 yards but were quickly silenced and scored no
kills. No. 2 platoon suffered lightly from the fire and prepared to assault the wood under covering
fire from the tanks but No. 1 platoon was forced to dismount by artillery fire and when the company
commander tried to rally them his truck was destroyed and he was killed. The platoon retreated to the
start-line with heavy losses. All the German fire now concentrated on No. 2 platoon which was pushing
the Germans from their positions and it was pinned down and destroyed by machine gun crossfire,
mortars and artillery. Nevertheless 7 platoon had been much reduced by rocket, tank and small arms
fire.

Despite the destruction of their infantry support the KVs tried to take the position on their own.
No. 1 platoon moved towards the kilkhoz down the track while No. 2 platoon moved round the German left
flank. This platoon came under fire from the 88 and Marder III in defilade positions so that they
could not be engaged by the Katyushas and the tanks withdrew without loss. No. 2 platoon tried to push
into the heart of the German position but was slowed down by the fire of two anti-tank rifles and then
had 2 tanks disabled by anti-tank grenades. The surviving tank fell back, with the other platoon, to
the start-line at about O73O. Although 7 and 8 platoons had lost 2h men as well as both 50mm guns they
had knocked out 2 heavy tanks and the 53 casualties of the SMG company meant that it could be of no
further value to the Russians.

The diversionary attack of the BT7s had also resulted in the loss of 6 tanks while 2 Marders had
been destroyed. This was a high price to pay for keeping the attention of the Marders diverted from
the attack on the kolkhoz. The first phase of the battle could definitely be regarded as successful
by the Germans.

The Russian plan was now in ruins. An hour and a half had been used up to no avail; tanks were
unable to take positions on their own and infantry was massacred by artillery as soon as it appeared.
Because of the time already lost the Russian commander decided to send the T3bs and the Motor Rifle
company round the German southern flank to take the village quickly. The trucks of the Motor Rifle
company could only cross the stream at the ford so a 200 yard gap was to be maintained between vehicles
to reduce the effects of artillery fire.

In fact the only vehicle hit was a BT7 which was bringing up the rear of the Russian column. The
other 3 BT7s withdrew but the rest of the force crossed the ford without casualties and the German OP
had to leave his position together with the remaining Marder III which had failed to score any hits on
the advancing Russians. As the Russians swung onto the road they knocked out the Marder although the
88, now in position on the west bank of the river behind the marsh, destroyed a T3^. The Germans had
also brought up an MMG to cover the approaches to the bridge and had moved the mortars to a position
behind the main ridge.

The leading T34 platoon had attempted to capture the village quickly but a second tank was des
troyed by anti-tank grenades and the remaining tank of the platoon withdrew although covering fire had
knocked out the 88. An attempt by the infantry to advance was stopped as artillery fire fell on them
straightaway.

A quick attack having failed the commander of the Motor Rifle company ordered one of his platoons
to hack its way through the dense woods and attack the village from the North-East. This platoon set
off although it would take 2^ hours to get into position. Meanwhile the German reinforcements had
arrived and T3b commander led an attack on the village with all guns firing. The infantry resisted
with anti-tank grenades but the leading platoon crossed the bridge and engaged the k StuG Ills cross
ing the ford, destroying one of them. Nevertheless the other German tanks deployed and without

■ further loss wiped out the whole platoon with a hail of fire. At the same time the company commander's
tank, still moving through the village, was disabled by anti-tank grenades and the other Russian tanks,
outnumbered and leaderless, fled the field losing one more to pursuing German tanks.

While the Germans had been fully occupied in the village the Russian commander ordered a further
assault on the kolkhoz, He sent his intact KVl platoon across to the cottage to rendezvous with a
platoon of Motor Riflemen and their weapons platoon and then to attack the kolkhoz from the south-east.
8 platoon had been heavily bombarded and had suffered some casualties but the attack took time to
organise and on seeing the KVs advance the Germans had guessed what would happen and had shifted the
MMGs further back and had deployed the OP and tanks in hull down positions on the main ridge. Even
though the infantry had only 2 or 300 yards of open ground to cover as they crossed the small hill to
the south-east of the kolkhoz artillery, mortar and machine gun fire hit them and forced them back
with 26 casualties. The Marder III knocked out one of the KVs and artillery fire disabled another but
return fire from the KVs destroyed the Marder as well as a Panzer IV on the main ridge. The KVs fell
back to the start-line again and the surviving infantry re-crossed the stream to reach their trucks.

Nevertheless the Russians still had one card left; before the attack on the kolkhoz was over the
Russian platoon in the dense woods attacked the village from.the north-east. .'The German OP and tanks
were still on the main ridge although the Panzer Grenadier platoon was waiting in its half-tracks at



at the eastern end of the ridge. Consequently one section of 9 platoon was overrun and the 3 ain^viv-
ing T34s and the reserve Rifle platoon pushed up the road to add their weight to the attack. Ilowfvoi-,
the German infantry resisted strongly and the Panzer Grenadiers moved in to restore the situation.
The OP and Panzer III platoon moved down the street but the leading tank was destroyed by a T34 and
the others pulled back as there was no room to manoeuvre. Then artillery fire began to fall on the
Russian infantry who had already been halted by the Germans. Knowing that he was using his last
reserves and that he would not be able to hold the village even if he took it the Russian commander
withdrew his infantry under covering fire from the T34s, having lost 32 men. The Germans had lost
only 14 men as well as a Panzer III and some other vehicles.

The Russian offensive had failed and they fell back to the start-line since their losses had been
so high that they could not even keep the road closed.

8. CASUALTIES;

a) Russian:

b) German:

9. CONCLUSIONS:

7 BT7; 7 T34; 4 KVI; 1 truck and 112 infantry out of 229.

4 Harder III; 1 Panzer IV; 1 Panzer III; I StuG III; 2 50mm guns; I 88mm gun;
1 Sdkfz 10 tractor; 1 Sdkfz 251 half-track; 2 trucks; 3 Volkswagens; 1 motor-cycle;
60 infantry out of 135 men.

The battle clearly showed the importance of artillery and motor fire in breaking up infantry
attacks Only in the final attack on the village did the opposing infantries really get to grips with
small arms. Even with the primitive infantry anti-tank weapons of 1942 the battle also showed that
tanks could not take an infantry strongpoint on their own. While the situation was often hectic for
the Germans good use of the lateral road behind the position and interior lines enabled them to shift
reserves quickly from one threatened point to another. The fact that they had radio down to platoon
level also speeded up movement times. The Russians only had radion down to company level and had they
been in defence this could have been a problem. As it was shortage of radios did not affect them to
any great extent since distances and rough ground were really responsible for the unco-ordinated nature
of the attacks. Simultaneous attacks on kolkhoz and village might have succeeded but this would have
taken time to arrange and, wrongly as it turned out, the Russian commander tried to win by launching a
series of unco-ordinated attacks before German reserves could arrive.

LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - November 1975. Bookstalls - 25p. Well illustrated articles of interest to wargamers
include Operation Sealion as a Wargame by Terry Wise; Renaissance \verfare by George Gush; 8th Army in
the Desert; British Army Uniforms of the Royal Marines by Bryan Eosten; Modern British SP Artillery
plus reviews of the latest kits, boardgames, books and letters.

ARQUEBUSIER - September/October 1975. Official Journal of the Pike-and-Shot Society (Dave Millward,
259 Hinckley Road, Nuneaton, Warks. CVll 6LL.) Articles on Warfare in the l6th Century by Neville
Dickenson; Robert Blake; Battle of Marignano 1515; The Battle of Dreux as a Wargame; The Battle of
Breitenfeld as seen through Scottish eyes by A. Murdin. Marred by an incredible number of spelling
errors*the inclusion of the Battle of Dreux as a Wargame,and Ceresole in the July/August numbe:^ is an
interesting coincidence because both battles are re-fought as wargames in my book WARGAMING IN THE
PIKE-AND-SHOT PERIOD to be published next year by David and Charles who have had my manuscript since
the beginning of 1975!

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.8: No.10. Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society (W.E.McKenzie, l6 Hugo Road,
London N19 5EU.) Article:, on the Imperial War Museum plus other features of interest to Naval war-
gamers.

THE COURIER - Vol.VII: No.4. Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association (R.Bryant, 45 Willow
Street, Brockton, Ma. 02401, U.S.A.) Articles on The Duties of Lighter Troops; Cavalry Melees by Fred
Vietmeyer; Tactics of the Incas; Review of 25mm American Revolution Figures; American Revolution Cavalry
Figures; American Civil War Armies; Skirmish Musketry; Guerilla Warfare and the Wargamer; Grand Tactical
Napoleonic Operations; Jousting and other features.

MILITARY MODELLING - November 1975. Contains well illustrated articles of interest to wargamers on
newly released plastic kits of tanks; The Battle of Kadesh 1288 BC as a Wargame (also described in my
book WARGAMING IN THE ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIOD published by David and Charles in January 1976); a
Heavy Weapons Wargames Sight plus articles on uniforms and historical units, figure, kit and book re
views, etc.

NORSEMAN - October 1975. Magazine of the Northern Association of Wargamers (E.J.Ossoway, 25 Clovelly
Road, Swinton, Manchester.) Contains little of specific interest to wargamers except
book and figure reviews.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - November 1975. Bookstalls - 15p. Full of well illustrated articles on the Royal
Sussex Regiment Museum; Military Models; fine book and record reviews plus numerous military articles.

SWORD AND LANCE - No.10. (38 Coniscliffe Road, Darlington, Co. Durham. 25p.) Articles of specific
interest to wargamers include The Soldiers of Pharaonic Egypt with good reviews of figures, books and
boardgames plus numerous other articles of military interest.

THE VEDETTE - The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors (P.O.Box 30003, Bethesda, Mary
land 20014, U.S.A.) Of specific interest to wargamers are figure reviews and a wargames section plus
article on Diorama and Scene building; other military articles on the Foreign Legion; The American
Light Infantry 1780; The War Horse; Conversions plus book and figure reviews.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue No. 22. Bookstalls - 45p. Beautifully illustrated with articles on Naval Warfare
1914; Kokoda Trail 1942; The Panther Tank (with a fine sectional drawing); The Marne 1918; First
Alamein and the Siege of Kimberley - all authoritive articles with brilliant illustrations.
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TALKING WARGAMING

I am the very model of a modern Major-General,
I ye information vegetable, animal and mineral;
I know the Kings of England, and 1 quote the fights
T7 historical,From Marathon to Waterloo, in order categorical* J
I m very well aquainted too with matters mathematical. ^
I understand equations, both the simple and quadratical,
About binomial theorem 1 am teeming with a lot of news -
With many cheerful facts about the square of the hypotenuse. V
I am very good at integral and differential calculus,
I know the scientific names of beings animalculous; ■JV
In short, in matters vegetable, animal and mineral,
1 am the very model of a modern Major-General. |||^k
I know our mythic history. King Arthur's and Sir Carradock's
I answer hard acrostic, I've a pretty taste for paradox. '
1 quote in elegaics all the crimes of Heliogabalus,
In conies 1 can floor peculiarities parabolus.
I can tell undoubted Raphaels from Gerald Dows and Zoffanies
I know the croaking chorus from the "Frogs" of Aristophanies.'
hen I can hum a gugue of which I've heard the music's din 'afore

^d whistle all the airs from that infernal nonsense "Pinafore". '
en I can write a washing bill in Babylonic cuneiform.

And tell you every detail of Carectacus's uniform;
In short, in matters vegetable, animal and mineral,
I am the very model of a modern Major-General.

In fact, when 1 know what is meant by mamelon and ravelin
When 1 can tell at sight a Mauser rifle from a javelin,

hen such affairs as sorties and surprises I'm more wary at,^d when 1 know precisely what is meant by commissariat.
When I have learned what progress has been made in modern gunnery
When I know more of tactics than a novice in a Nunnery
In short, when I've a smattering of elemental strategy'
lou 11 say a better Major-General has never sat a gee -
For my military knowledge, 'though I'm plucky and adventury.
Has only been brought down to the beginning of the Century
But still in matters vegetable, animal and mineral, '
I am the very model of a modern Major-General.

Written by W.S.Gilbert (who had a friend called Sullivan) some 80 years ago.
ooGoo-—

HINT OF THE MONTH

e + thick green or brown plastic (see September 1975 MUST LIST details of this) and:Jand ihic'E^noerih: 'llexIbL' mSvlL^f
If the strin i= th igures to Conform to the gradients or contours upon which they are standing.If the strip IS the same colour as the plastic used to cover the table-top then it is auite unnbtr,,^T^,=.in use and has a far better appearance than strips of cardboard or plastic tile at present in vogue.

ooOoo

When about to deliver battle, it is the general rule to concentrate all vour forcp<5 and tn
neglect none; one battalion often decides the day. aii your lorces, and to

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH

R^np-onn Who met a Burmese General in single combat under the sunny walls ofSba?d9 r " opponents gold hilted sword and jewelledscabbard? (Clue - He was killed in the 1st Sikh War).

From what regiments came - al Sir Philip Sydney. b) Duke of Marlborough. c) Wolfe.
d) Duke of Wellington. e) Sir John Moore. f) Field Marshal

the Earl Alexander of Tunis.

3. Whose regimental march is The Thin Red Line?

k. What was the date of the Battle of Borodino?

(See page 16 for answers).



THOUGHT S ON THE ROMAN AHMY

Just a short note that was inspired hy Mr .Hardcastle' s
problem in the September NEWSLETTER (N0.162). He was asking
about enemies for his Roman Army, and it struck me that a w
few thoughts on the Roman Army would not go amiss. I do not ^
intend to say anything about the organisation of the army \ Wr m *
which has been covered by people far more qualified to talk \ I \ ll
about these things than I am. One book that I have not seen
mentioned is a booklet by Drs. Breeze and Dobson (two
prominent students of the Roman Army) called "The Army of
Hadrian's Wall" which is published by Frank Graham, 6 Queen s
Terrace, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, NE2 2PL, and costs AOp (postage
extra). It is a very useful little book written by two
people who know something about the Roman Army. It is much
better than the Men-at-Arms book by Simkins, which is only 13^ iJyyR.aiw
useful for its drawings. The Dobson and Breeze book covers M
organisation, details of the officers of auxiliary units in g ^
particular, information about forts and life on the frontier.

To the main point of my letter - first I must make it clear that I am referring to the Army of
the Principate, that is of the first two centuries A.D., and not to the
when they think of the Roman Army think in terms of the Legions, the heavy, well-trained infantry
was the backbone of the Army. They provided the engineers and the craftsmen of the Army, and, of
course, were the main element in a PITCHED BATTLE.

If they had a drawback it was that they were suitable for one role only - as heavy infantry.
Caesar came up against this problem in his campaigns. The cavalry element had been reduced to little
more than a handful (120 to be precise) that was of little use for anything but ^ ®
dispatches, and as a result Caesar was forced to recruit Gallic Cavalry to his army. welT
of the Roman army to follow up victories because of a lack of cavalry or light armed troops
attested in the literature. The practise of using allies, whether acquired through treaties or as
mercenaries, was an old practise referred to by Livy in the Macedonian campaign of 171 B.C. - in tnis
case Numidians (cavalry) from an ally, Masinissa; Ligurians obtained by a forced ^.
Cretans (archers - sagitarii) who were mercenaries. Here we see the elements to the Legions
cavalry, light-armed and missile troops (Livy XLii, 35).

The deficiencies in these categories became more obvious when the Roman Empire needed policing and
when the fighting was against loosely organised but courageous Celtic or Germanic tribes. The Roman
Conquest of Britain provides good examples of the strengths and weaknesses of ^
sorties to Britain, Caesar found his lack of cavalry a handicap in combatting the mobile Britons. They
were fearless warriors well practised in fighting through their constant inter-tribal warfare. ihey
were mobile and where they were able to use their mobility they could be devastating, out li they
attempted to take the Romans on in a set piece battle they rarely did well. The tribes of South East
England were rapidly subdued (with some exceptions - the Iceni especially), some supporting the
Romans from the outset, others quickly succumbing to the strength of Roman Arms. Only in Wales and in
the North of Britain (the Pennines and later in the mountains of Scotland) did the Romans encounter
real problems. Caratacus held his own against the Romans under the governor Ostorius Scapula from 47
to 51, at which point he tried to meet the Romans in the field and was decisively defeated and eventu
ally captured. After his capture and the celebration of a triumph by the Romans the Silures began to
cause trouble. They attacked small detachments of Romans, scattering and killing them, attacked and
killed a Praefectus Castrorum (third in command of a Legion), eight centurions and many troops and
eventually they were able to meet Ostorius Scapula in the field and manage to get "away with only
slight loss". The latter action involved the best part of two legions. The constant guerilla warfare
eventually wore out Scapula, and, according to Tacitus, this led to his death. Before he could be re
placed a Legion under its Legate Manlius Valens was defeated and the Silures were rampaging through
the province. Didius Gallus, Scapula's successor, was able to restore order very rapidly, that in
spite of Tacitus' unflattering comments on his ability.

The parallels with 19th century Colonial warfare or modern guerilla warfare are clear. To police
their new territories and frontiers the Romans employed their auxiliary units. The size of the problem
can be iudged by the number of auxiliary units stationed in Britain: under Hadrian there were 15 Ala£^
and 46 Cohortes, totalling something in the region of 27,000-28,000 men. In addition to these were the
three legions of the province, II Augusta, VI Victrix and XX Valeria Victrix, giving another 15,000 men.
The grand total being somewhere in the region of ■^5>000 men. Other legions that were stationed in
Britain for a time were II Adiutrix and XIV Gemina Martia Victrix.

The auxilia were used to police the frontiers because they were well equipped to do the job with
cavalry and missile troops - in addition to the 15 alae there were 13 Cohortes equitatae, made up of
part infantry and part cavalry. The latter units were particularly well suited to policing work. It
would be interesting to base a campaign on an area of frontier and attempt to recreate the problems it
would pose its garrison - from the problems of attacks on foraging parties and detachments out training,
to fullscale raids on civilian population.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH - Continued from Page 15.
1. Sir Robert Sale.
2. a) Buffs: b) Grenadier Guards: c) 20th Foot: d) 33rd West Riding; e) 51st KOYLI:

f) Irish Guards.
3. Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders.

7th September 1812.



LETTERS
"Having recently decided to plunge into the complexities of Napoleonic wargaming, I have found

the recent editions of the Newsletter to he most stimulating. After much hesitation I have opted for
5mm, and hence have found a special interest in the two recent articles hy Peter Goldeshrough and
Paddy Griffiths.

It is curious how they have adopted 2 completely different approaches. I appreciate what Paddy
is driving at, as Generals obviously were not concerned with company level orders and one could even
adopt Paddy's system of a single calculation for all contact (and obligatory combat) within 200 metres.
Yet it seems an awful i.pity to miss some of the real action (which should of course, be the concern of
the lower levels of command) and it seems to me that Paddy is only one step away from discarding
actual model soldiers altogether - bringing, of course, a great increase in realism, but an even greater
loss in colourl

On the other hand - adopt Peter's system, and there is a danger of getting so bogged-down in minor
tactical details, that'there is little chance of directing much more than a 'platoons charge across a
ditch"!

Perhaps the only way to satisfy yearnings for command at all levels is by the use of command teams,
perhaps using the American Mid—West system as mentioned in the August editorial.

I was also intrigued by Paddy's idea of a lO-minute move - obviously this is only possible at this
near-strategic level - and, whilst I favour a 1 minute-move, I would argue that it is perfectly logical
to "destroy" an enemy battalion with 10 hits.

I have never been completely convinced by the logic of a 10 or 15 minute move consisting of 1
minutes frantic activity, and some 10 minutes relative inactivity - time for orders etc. However,
since 1 model represents a number of men - so a 1 "minute" move, to my mind actually represents a number
of minutes.

Thus in my old Airfix A.C.W, set-up, with 1 man representing roughly 30 - a 1 "minute" move repre
sents i hour - and some 20-30 "minutes" of activity count for one campaign "day".

In my new Napoleonic set-up I intend to use a ratio of 1:10 and therefore my 1 minute move is,
strategically speaking, equivalent to Paddy's lO-minute.one, and consequently in 1 move my cannon can
"start to make an impression on an enemy formation." Obviously this rather peculiar system would no
work for Paddy - or for Harold Gerry with his 50 and 100 to 1 ratios, but it is practical
like to remove actual figures from my units as casualties occur. The power of resistance of my larger
Napoleonic unit is clearly much greater than for my ACW regiments, although both
of a one minute move. In all fairness, the Napoleonic unit must, therefore, be subjected to more
"minutes" of battle "per day".

Even so, the larger Napoleonic unit still gives a more satisfactory result as it can take quite a
bit of stick over a short period, and the point where its casualties oblige it to retreat will be
reached more gradually than with the smaller ACW unit, although the same length of strategic time
will have been represented.

As you can see it all depends on the name you give your units, and the rahk you, as their commander,
give yourself - I believe Clausewitz made some comments about how long your battles should then last.
Actually, although using 5mm I shall not, at present, be commanding uuythingbigpr than an Infantry
division - the temptation to deploy more troops is great, but at divisional level there would see
be the opportunity for decisive manoeuvre, whilst small tactical results retain some importance
sides there are spacial and financial advantages.

Anyway, with that little lot explained (I hope) I must finish here - but I would urge readers to
try 5mm - the Heroics figures, when painted up and organised in largish units give a most satisfactory
visual, and, it is hoped, tactical, result."

Martin Bates of Madrid.

ooOoo

"Since when was Rorke's Drift held by TWO men on their own? With all due respect to Lieutenants
Chard and Bromhead there were 139 others present, and it does seem a little surprising ^
worthy Lieutenants should manage to win a small matter of 11 V.C s between them. Perhaps we shoul
remember the men of 'B' company, 2nd Battalion of the l^th Foot, and Corporal Scheiss
Native Contingent, the only Swiss national to win the Victoria Cross.

I do not know whether it is widely available, but I recently obtained a copy of Moncrieff
Grierson's RECORDS OF THE SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER FORCE, 1859-1908, originally published in ̂ 09, and re
printed in 1972 and published by Frederick Muller. It was originally priced at ̂ ^2J)ut remaindered
at £5.50p. It is well worth buying if one can find it. It contains details of such units as .isf^anff
Royal Garrison Artillery (Volunteer). The plates, by the author are very good and there are some q?
of them with between 3 and 6 figures on each. Apart from the uniforms there are also details of the
Volunteer movement as a whole and of the individual units in Scotland. Another interesting book, that
I cameacross on holiday in Cornwall, was MILITARY INSIGNIA OF CORNWALL by D.Endean Ivall and Charles
Thomas. It is published by Penwith Books and is available from the Curator, the Devon and Cornwall
Light Infantry Regimental Museum, The Keep, Victoria Barracks, Bodmin, or from the Secretary,
Institute of Cornish Studies, Trevenson House, Pool, Redruth, and it costs £1 excluding postage. It



covers all existing examples of Cornish Military insignia beginning in the 18th century. Very well
worth buying if you are keen on that sort of thing.

Very much improved of late - at least that is my opinion of WAEGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - is it my
imagination or are more people thinking these days, what with all .this talk of ground scales, unit
representation, firepower, morale and so on - makes a change. I do wonder what it has to do with
wargaming as most people know it tho'. Is it better for all the refinements?"

Ian R. Scott of Cardiff, South Wales.

ooOoo

"This is quite an event for me writing to you. It is almost 15 years to the day that I sent off
for my first copy of Wargamer's Newsletter. I was a twelve year old schoolboy with a set of Airfix
British Infantry and a burning enthusiasm for re-fighting D-Day! Things certainly have altered since
then. I am married and thinking of beginning on my own family of wargamers. I long ago drifted from
miniatures to board games and now run my own paltry 'zine OVERKILL. A friend suggested I take a look
at Wargamer's Newsletter since I had not seen it in about ten years. It is still as good now as it
was then. Clubs seem to have come and gone but WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is still there. Congratulations.

Now I have a little game business going in importing U.S. games. U.S. games in this country
suffer from vastly inflated prices, I hope to be able to offer games at the same price as one would pav
in the U.S.A." ^ '

Chris Harvey of Walsall, West Midlands.

ooOoo

"I am a 13 year old boy and I am very interested in wargaming. I have made up some rules with the
help of your book SOLO WARGAMING and have a lot of fun. I was reading through it and on pages 125-128
I found some information about Boadicea's revolt so I played it out. First I drew a map of England and
marked all the cities on it and also her march. With the help of your book, a set of Romans and

r-, v. T7l J. I _ i . » v '

(eight

1 am making a diorama for my Romans and Britons to fight on, as this
is the only period I like, apart from Mediaeval. Here is a drawing of it.

1. Hills for hiding troop movement.
2. Where the Roman fort is to be.
3. Where the British village made from balsa is fo be.

Rocks, sand, trees, etc., for men to hide in and also for
scenery. There are also clearing for battles.

I would like the Sheriff of Nottingham but we do not get many Airfix
soldiers here in Rotorua. I have written to America and England for
soldiers but I do not have any replies yet."

Konrad Konlechner of Rotorua, New Zealand.

ooOoo

-

;  ) I .

"I would like to comment on one point mentioned in your "book WARGAMES ^ •
THROUGH THE AGES - Vol. 3, that re the frustration experienced at times

"smoke" on the battleground, this frequently leads to what would in real-life have

= " La manoeuvre being ruined through being so obvious to one's opponent. We have triedcards and several methos but none completely satisfactory."

John Hooper of Tasmania, Australia.

ooOoo

"With reference to your interesting Editorial in September's Newsletter. Personally I agree with

leadinrimDLSruni?s''°Lh°^°"^''L"^'"®®°'^n® indeed, whether I am the Native Commander or
nonnlatpa La L 1 neglected by wargamers; the figure market is not overpopulated, and the only readily obtainable rules are your own "Late 19th Century" ones To this end
within the Victorian Military Society, we have formed a wargame study gLup? Our LLls to urLuL a
^2r||ble set of rules for 15mm and/or 20/25,, Colonial games. We hope the eventual publication of these

"■

Regular wargamer may well soon run out of willing opponents! Some native armies are better eouinnL and
Dervish army springs to mind, and also that of the Sikhs^ Such units as theBoers take a lot of beating on the wargame table as would say the Hovas of Madagascar I think also

TellTrrntlTr LeT " n"" L o? tffLL wL S tfe Lrth+L n ■ m L French in Tunis and Algeria, Germans in Africa, Italians iii Eritrea andthe Russians in Turkestan, all covered by the period 1850-1890. If that is not enough to fire the
imagination, how about takiig on Maori's or giving Ouster's 7th Cavalry a new lease of life? I feel sure

Stuart A. Asquith, Wargame Study Group, Victorian Military Society.



STOP PRESS!
TWO AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE SOLDIERS

BROUGHT BACK TO LIFE AFTER

200 YEARS!

CHAS. C. STADDEN ^
"BUCKINGHAM"

PEWTER FIGURES / F|

agBa Special price
orders for 4 figures or more

Both prices including VAT and UK/BFPO P&P
Overseas delivery &0p P&P per figure

COLDSTREAM
(GRENADIER)
PRIVATE

AMERICAN CONTINENTAL
LINE IN WINTER DRESS
(BUCKSKINSHIRT)

Two more of the NEW COLLECTOR'S RANGE OF 80 MM STADDEN FIGURES. Beautifully detailed and
lifelike, these models are cast in Solid English Pewter of the highest grade. Absolutely superb for display
and presentation as Collector's items. These models may be viewed in London at Edward Suren, 60
Lower Sloane Street, London, S.W.I.

The present range includes:
1. Grenadier Guard 1735.

2. Scots Guard 1820.
3. Parachute Regiment 1974.
4. Coldstream Guard 1815.

5. Queens Regiment Officer 1680.

Overseas orders; Please add 50p per figure.
U.K. delivery: Please allow at least 2/3 weeks.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED IF NOT COMPLETELY

6. Queens Regiment—Ulster-dress 1974.
7. French Grenadier Private 1815.
8. French Hussar 1815.
American War of Independence:
9. British Coldstream (Grenadier) Private.

10. American Continental line in Winter Dress
(Buckskin Shirt).

Enquiries: Please send S.A.E.
Trade enquiries: Always welcome!

SATISFIED AND FIGURE RETURNED WITHIN 14 DAYS.

To: HAMILTON MARRIOTT

16 THE BROADWAY, STANMORE,

MIDDX. HA7 4DW.

enclose my cheque/PO for the following figures:—

I.. N.. 1 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10|
Figures
Required

FOR DELIVERY OUTSIDE U.K. ADD 50p PER FIGURE

Total total cost

~  £

Name Address.
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Must List
Probably with an eye towards Christmas, the model makers who advertise in this magazine have

certainly been melting down the midnight metal (if one can coin a phrase) and turning out a host of
new wargames figures, MINIATURE FIGURINES, HINCHLIFFE MODELS, GREENWOOD AND BALL, LAMMING MINIATURES
and PETER LAING are all listing new items in their adverts contained elsewhere in this issue so that
it is unnecessary to repeat them in detail. Suffice to say that GREENWOOD AND BALL have made my son's
eyes light up with their Sassanid range (when he is not brooding about the forces of Light in his
Middle Earth army, he is contemplating "a small Napoleonic army" or "the English Civil War in 15mm"
and/or "a Colonial force"). At the moment he is on a Sassanid-jag - well, things could be worse!
Being a little bewildered by Tolkienism, Middle Earth and Sword and Sorcery, I am not quite sure
whether the colourfully named range in the MINIFIGS advert will excite my Forces of Light-minded son
but so far as 1 am concerned their multiplicity of titles makes me jolly glad my prime interest is
plain straight-forward Victorian Colonial campaigns! In addition to their new listed figures,
HINCHLIFFE MODELS, ihave , turned out a very exciting range of Pike-and-Shot period Turks including
Janissaries, Dellis, Fanatics and Turkish Standard Bearers, In addition they have some additions to
their Ancient Range; more Renaissance figures (Russians) and some Russian Napoleonic cavalry. My son
has also been toying with the idea of getting an Assyrian army and his mind will probably be made up
(temporarily) by the HINCHLIFFE 25mm four-horse four-man chariot at ei,28p; said to be a beautiful
piece of work with animal heads carved on the end of the pole and appropriately caparisoned horses,
it is an outstanding piece of work.

In their 1975 Autumn Supplement, ROSE MINIATURES list their latest 54mm figures which include
French Napoleonic; Sapeurs du Genie de la Garde 1811-1815; British Coldstream Guards - present day;
German Waffen SS 1940-1945; French Napoleonic, Drummers of the Line and of the Guard, full dress;
Dismounted cavalry - full dress; French Napoleonic Gendarmerie d'Elite de la Garde 1805-1806 and
Infantry of the Line and of the Guard - full dress, And wargamers should remember that ROSE MINIATURES
also have a small but rather nice line of 20mm; 25mm and 30mm wargames figures.

In the October issue I mentioned buying some 20mm plastic soldiers made by the Italian firm
ATLANTIC - this has prompted Cesare A, Zanelli of Trieste to write me the following useful and informa
tive letter:-

"I have read in the October issue of the Wargamer's Newsletter another mention about the model
soldiers of the Italian firm Atlantic, and like two years ago I am now writing you to give you some
news about them. Remembering my first letter on the subject, I think the most important changes in
Atlantic productions are the following:-

1, Their boxes are no longer Airfix-like - which means, I guess, they feel they have no longer
any need to try and fool anyone!

2, They have left Italian Army to venture in two new fields, that is World War II and Far West,

3, They are producing AFVs to go with their Italian Army soldiers.

Point I is of little interest, I think. Point 2 - on the contrary - is going to please a lot of
Italian modellers and wargamers (I mean those twelve persons interested in the hobby!) because the
World War II figures are good and the Far West one ,,, very useful for us Ancients, The World War II
range is formed so far by Panzergrenadiers, Royal Fusiliers and U,S. Marines, They are very finely
sculptured - at least as well as the last Airfix releases, and much better than the older ones (Guards
and so on) - but being a World War II ignoramus I cannot tell if the prototypes are faithfully repro
duced or not. Besides, there are boxes of Kubelwagens and motorcycles, but I have not yet bought any
of them. The Far West range consist in the following boxes : Buffalo Bill, Davy Crockett and Kit
Carson (each box contains the "hero" in various positions, plus his fellows, enemies and equipment)
Geronimo/Apache, Sitting Bull/Sioux and Camping Apaches (with 15 to 20 horses per box they are very
good value for 35pl) and U,S. 7th Cavalry, Bison Hunting and U,S, Camp,

Each box contains a lot of material and while the Sioux are someway strangely dressed they are
ideal for conversions to half naked barbarians: as for trousered barbarians, the Apache lot is ideal.
There is no possibility of listing all the things one may find in these boxes: there are packs, barrels,
tents, bears, canoes, torture poles, animal skins on wooden horses, wolves, bisons, rafts, pack mules.
Redskins camouflaged under wolf skins, burning bivouac fires, a most inspiring trio of Alamo fighters
which would do a great monument on any model square, and of course gunmen, trappers, soldiers and red
skins galore!

If you think you find some enthusiasm in my writing, well you are right! Imagine being an Ancient
in Italy, with only Airfix at hand, or the dubious ways of order-by-mail, and at long last seeing some
thing to work with - something except Airfix Robin Hood I mean! For Skirmish fans I will add that most
Atlantic models are available in 54mm too.

As regards point 3, sadder tunes: their AFVs are absolutely childish - I have just ended my
military service as underlieutenant in a S,P, Artillery regiment so I should know! - except perhaps the
M113 Troop Carrier and Leopard tank, that are very sturdily built but should take a lot of work to be
come presentable on anyone's wargames table,"

Another correspondent, R,M,McGarry of Folkestone, has taken me to task for mentioning in the April
edition of the Newsletter that George Van Tubergen of Command Post had ceased production (a fact which
I obtained from quite a reliable source). He enclosed a letter from George himself sayrng - "The
Wargamer's Newsletter was incorrect. I merely dropped all my odd lines (I sold the moulds to Dan
Mitchell, Box 56, Franklin, Indiana) and then had centrifugal moulds made to produce the best of my



Napoleonic line. Hopefully, there will still he enough interest in 30mm figures to add more items.
I would appreciate your passing the word along to the Editor of the Newsletter. I also carry
Miniature Figurines and darn near every other line."

Seemingly the old COMMAND POST figures can now he purchased from Dan Mitchell, PO Box 56, 55E
Jefferson, Franklin, Indiana, U.S.A. Foot figures are kO cents (l7p) each and cavalry are 17p for
the horse and 17p for the rider, hoth of which can he purchased separately. Accessories are 10 cents
(4p each) except for the Flag which is 20 cents (8p). I am not quite clear as to what Dan Mitchell
is actually selling hut the original COMMAND POST list had many unique and fascinating figures, in
cluding some fine 30mm Colonial War natives, Boers, etc., 30mm Napoleonics; American Civil War;
French and Indian Wars, etc - all these are in 30mm range(or at least they used to he).

Mr. McGarry brought a touch of nostalgia into my life hy mentioning the famous Swedish African
Engineers 30mm figures of which I have vast numbers and were the original figures with which I commenced
wargaming. Apparently, although out of production for the last fifteen years or so, these figures can
still he obtained from Ted Alexander, 7641 Carroll Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland 20012, U.S.A. Painted
and in boxes of 17 infantry or 9 cavalry, the range also includes artillery sets, hand sets, staff sets
and Hospital camp sets. Prices seem to he as follows - Infantry charging or marching - £3.92p (^8.00)
per box; Cavalry charging or marching - ̂ 9*00 per box; Band and.Staff sets - 08.00 per box. If you are
interested in these S.A.E. 30mm figures then I should get in quickly because there cannot be many of
them around - I wish I knew where the hundreds of moulds were!

Once upon a time there was rarely any mention in this magazine of other than wargames figures but
the advent of Individual Skirmish Wargames and a tendency for wargamers to branch out to make and paint
larger figures, has changed all that. A firm prominent in this field is GREENWOOD AND BALL who liave a
new range of FALCON MINIATURES - 54mm figures in kit form portraying warriors in combat poses, designed
by John Braithwaite, all fields of history are to be covered in future series. Each kit is boxed and
includes painting instructions. At present, the full list includes Group 1 - Greek Hoplite 490 BC,
Corinthian helmet, full Hoplite armour, using spear. Another pair of Hoplites, one with a Thracian
helmet, full armour with spear and one similarly dressed but armed with a Kopis slashing sword; then
there are two Persians - an Immortal 490 BC and an Infantryman with bow, shield and spear. Group 2
includes two Gallic Warriors of the 1st Century AD, one with an axe and the other with a javelin; a
Roman Legionary, Lorica Segmentata, fencing with gladius, another legionary throwing pilum and a Roman
Auxiliary with a mail shirt and armed with a javelin. 1 have some specimens of these kits in front of
me as I write and, without claiming to be any sort of an authority on 54mm figures, I like what I like
and these look very impressive in their silver state so that, made up and well painted, I imagine they
will grace any show cabinet - or Individual Skirmish terrain.

The other day, in an American magazine I saw rather a harsh attack on GREENWOOD AND BALL Limited
in which the writer complained of either non-delivery or long waiting periods. Having no knowledge of
the circumstances under question I cannot comment upon them but, speaking as I find, I would just like
to mention that I sent (by second-class post) an order to GREENWOOD AND BALL on a Thursday for some of
their Lasset range of Sudanese warriors - 1 received them back on the morning of the following Tuesday!
I had been casting covetous eyes on these figures for some months but, being conscious that my painting
was inadequate for such high-class figures I fought back the temptation to have a collection of them
gracing my mantel shelf. Then my good friend John Cox (of the Hampshire Military Modellers Society)
offered to paint them for me so 1 hastened to send an order before he changed his mind! Biased as I am
towards Colonial figures (and to the Sudan Campaigns more than any other) I must say that these are
really superb 54mm representations of the Mahdi's warriors who were such rabid foes in the 1880's at
the time of the fall of Khartoum and later during Kitchener's Dongola Campaign. I bow to no one in my
admiration for Kipling's poem Fuzzy Wuzzy.

So 'ere's to you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, at your 'ome in the Soudan;
You're a pore benighted 'eathen but a first-class fightin' man;

An' 'ere's to you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, with your 'ayrick 'ead of 'air -
You big black boundin' beggar - for you broke a British square!

Only last night during a most exciting Colonial wargame held in this house. Ken Chapman's Fuzzy-
Wuzzies actually DID break one British square composed of 42nd (Black Watch) Highlanders and a company
of Egyptian infantry but victory was snatched from their grasp when the British Naval Landing Party
square, together with rockets and Gatling guns, held and threw them back - but the result of the game
was in the balance until the very last minutes of the last move! And that's how a wargame should be.

The 1:76 scale MATCHBOX plastic kits are making available many armoured fighting vehicles in
variants which have been noticeably missing from this scale. Their latest offerings include the Ml6
U.S. half-track; the Puma armoured car and the Wesp self-propelled gun. These kits, being well pro
duced and well detailed, compare most favourably with others on the market and are unique in supplying
additional diorama accessories which turn the model into a complete little cameo. The novice kit maker
will find these scale-moulded base parts to add a new depth to his efforts. He will also be aided by
the clear instruction sheet and lay-out of proposed battle displays, together with an abridged history
of the subject plus full colouring notes of a basic but adequate nature. They are simple to build and,
at 30p each are very inexpensive.

There are far more (even if sometime short-lived) magazines dealing with board wargames than with
table-top battles using miniature figures so that it is not the practice of this magazine to take up
too much space in mentioning boardgames. Recently however, in a patriotic frame of mind, iHiwrote of
a British produced game MERCENARY. As a result, its producers GAME TESTERS, 16 Narrow Lane, Harden,
Bingley, West Yorks, U.K. BD16 IHX, have sent me a game to test. Lacking both time and inclination to
do this, I have asked for opinions from more qualified people in this area who have come up with their
views. Basically speaking they say it is a "fun" game that is historically accurate and with rules
that although they need some work, are adequate. In this connection my untutored eye notes that there
is a foolscap sheet of amendments to the rules enclosed with the rule book. Its makers describe
MERCENARY as having been designed with the aim of filling two gaps in the field of wargaming as it is
a game embodying diplomacy and intrigue, based on an important period of transformation from a mediaeval
to a modern style of fighting. The game was designed to give the atmosphere of a corimiit, money—grabbing



Europe, torn by military strife when almost everyones first thoughts were for self-interest in what
was truly a mercenary age. The game, which can he played hy as few as two people or even single-
handed, has the ohject of its players trying hy hrihery, terror or military conquest to amass the
largest amount of money. The game map contains five major powers, twelve minor powers and two purely
mercenary areas, with varying degrees of military strength, wealth and other characteristics. It
comes in a tuhe with a hoard that needs to he re-mounted and the markers have to he mounted and cut

out. One critic believed it to he lacking in finish and badly designed hut then it is quite inexpen
sive in this day and age at £2.35p.

In last month's Newsletter there was an advert for FLYING BUFFALO and this issue contains an

article hy its originator Chris Harvey. He has sent me a copy of his Newsletter OVERKILL which, so
far as my inexperienced eye can tell seems to deal with science fiction hoardgames. Also, I have re
ceived a copy of THE SPACE GAMER which sells at 35p a copy or £lo25p for a years supply of six copies.
The introductory article claims that it is "METAGAMING CONCEPTS own magazine, devoted entirely to
supporting an improving science fiction gaming." If this is your cup-of-tea then you can get a slice
of the action hy writing to TSG, Box 153^6, Austin, Texas 78761, U.S.A., or I should imagine copies
can he obtained from Chris Harvey of Flying Buffalo at 30 Gorway Road, Walsall, West Midlands. Still
reeling from this written barrage of relatively unintelligible phrases, my sole comment must he - it
takes all sorts to make a world!

Heinemann Educational Books (AS Charles Street, London WIXSAH) have produced a MILITARY ATLAS OF
THE FIRST WORLD WAR. With 282 pages of maps and diagrams, this encyclopaedia/atlas sells for £8.50p
and presents both broad general surveys of political and military strategy and the most closely re
searched details of major individual campaigns and engagements, supplemented hy comprehensive analyses
of military strengths and command structures and illustrations of important guns, tanks, ships, aero
planes and personal weapons. A specimen map is shown herewith.

Another publication that
will probably he of even
greater interest to wargamers
is a new set of rules for

15mra troops fighting in the
Marlhurian period, devised hy
Stephen Reed of 13 Le May
Close, Horley, Surrey, and
coming out shortly at 25p.
Stephen says they are less
complicated than his Napoleo
nic rules since with the 15mra
figures a larger army can he
fielded; he has acquired an
army of Peter Laing's figures
and claims that they are just
as satisfactory as 25mm.
Stephen Reed has a very high
reputation in the wargaming
world and, although I have
not personally tested these
rules, I am certain that they
will he comprehensive and
fully capable of realistically
end authentically controlling
any wargames fought in this
period. Taking up seven AA
size pages, with the exception
of a .casualty table, this set
of rules does not contain any of
rules are to he followed.
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From the National Army Museum (Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 AHT) I have received five most
attractively coloured postcards which are on sale at the Museum at Ap each; they also do a Christmas
cover in which the cards can he inserted, with the National Army Museum embossed in gold with a greet
ing on the third page, at 7p. I was particularly attracted hy two of the cards which are reproduc
tions of oils hy Douglas Giles of the BATTLE OF TAMAAI 13 March 188A. The first depicts a desert
square formed hy the 1st Bn. of the Black Watch and the 1st Bn. The York and Lancaster Regiment
surrounded hy large numbers of Dervishes who have captured the Naval Brigade's guns, although not
before they had been locked hy their crews. The next card is a later development in the battle and
shows the Black Watch and the York and Lancaster reforming and advancing to recapture the guns and
turn them on the enemy - a pair of most stimulating pictures to a Colonial fan like myself! Then
there is The Band of the 2nd Life Guards 1832 hy J.F.Tayler; a beautiful colour print of the 1st Life
Guards 1850, lithograph by Day and Hague after R.R.Scanlon; finally a coloured lithograph of a Horse
Guard Private of 1862, from a French series Types Militaires published in Paris in 1862. In case you
do not already know, it is possible to buy large numbers of coloured cards, hooks, records, models,
etc., at the National Army Museum and personally I find that sales stand in the entrance hall to he
not the least of the stimulating items in the National Army Museum!

From Ronald Spencer-Smith (66 Long Meadow, Frlmley, Camherley, Surrey) have come his latest
French and German infantry of the American Revolution - a German musketeer at the "ready"; French
fusilier in the same position; German officer with esponton; German grenadier and fusilier in firing
position; and a French officer. These are good figures that will paint up well and represent worthy
additions to this very cheap range of 30mm plastic figures. A hag of AO figures, including 6 officers,
costs £1.00p or 3p each (over £1.50p worth - 2ip each). Minimum order is £2.00p plus A2p postage and/^
insurance. y



MICRO-MOL^
FOR THE MILITARY MODELLER

by the world's leading exponent
and best-selling author.
These books, covering all
departments of wargaming, deal
with the history, techniques and
strategies of this fascinating
occupation.
They provide a complete and in-depth
guide for beginners and advanced
wargamers alike.

r

War Games Titles

All by Donald F. Featherstone

Advanced War Games £2.

Air War Games ci ao

Naval War Games £4.9;

War Games f^z.25

War Game Campaigns £2.95

War Games Through the Ages
3000 BC-AD 1500 Vol. I £3.95

War Games Through the Ages
1420 -1783 Vol. II £2.95

War Games Through the Ages
1792-1859 Vol. Ill £4.40
(To follow early 1976)

War Games Through the Ages
1801-1945 Vol. IV £4.95
Published by Stanley Paul,
3 Fitzroy Square,
London W.I.

CinC produce a
growirrg range of

•  finely cast metal

models of 1/285 scale AFV's
which Is generally accepted as

'being the finest Micro-Armour
range available.

CinQnalso offer a wide range of
Napoleonic and ACW Figures and
Artillery pieces in 20mm scale
together with a newly announced
ratnge of 30mm scale figures,
mounted and foot, promised for the
near future.

^^The new Micro-Fleet range of 1/2400
scale W.W.2. warships offer superb
detail in this small scale.

^^^^^^wide range of Landscape
^and Diorama pieces in 20/25mm
scale designed for the wargamer and
military enthusiast.

A new series of Landscapes and
Diorama Accessories in 1:285/1:300
scale for those interested in

Micro-Armour Warfare.

Diorama Trays and Model
Stands in several shapes and sizes.

f^^nvaluable to the
APV modeller, the ra"

*  Invaluable to the
AFV modeller, the

Armtec range of accessories
covers 1/35, 1/48 & 1/76 scales.

The range includes Machine Guns,
Mortars, AFV Tools and Breakdown
Equipment, Jerricans, Spare Track
Plates and fine metal Tow Chain.

New Armtec Cast Items just becoming
ovolloble also voc-fcrnTed tank

conversions for severol Airfix kits.

MercaMercator produce a

range of over 150 different
Tanks, Vehicles and accessories to

1:200 scale.

Each model is individually cast and
painted in the appropriate colour
scheme.

Mercator also produce a fine series
of Marine Miniatures to 1:1250

scale which are much sought after
by collectors of ship models.

Available from your local hobby stockist

MICRO-MOLD
1-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GORING-BY-SGA SUSSEX

A Series of Handbooks dealing
with wargaming: (Obtainable through
this magazine.)

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO
BC to 900 ad) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by
Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe
(with supplementary rules for
operation in America) by Tony Bath.

k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by
Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games
by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century War-
games (incl. Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Peatherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame 1^
German South—West Africa (incl.
rules for early tanks, armoured
cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 19''i^ Normandy-type war-
game by Philip Barker.

9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War
by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for
£2.00p (^6.00) including postage.

WARGAMFS TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet

describing how to construct realisticdescribing now to constru
battlefields 55p (^2.00).



BOOK REVIEWS

UNIFORMS OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR by Philip
Haythornthwaite. (7t" x 5i"; 192 pages including 65
pages of coloured illustrations. Blandford Press - .

the uniforms'^of all the ̂ combatants but ̂ it" also ' goes ̂ ^
TANKS AND OTHER ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES 19^2-45

by B.T.White. (7t" x 5i"; 170 pages including 80 pages
of coloured and 3 black/white illustrations. Blandford Press - £2.75p.)

Yet another of the reliable books by an author who is internationally known as an expert on
armoured fighting vehicles. This one, covering a mostexciting period in the history of the A.F.V.,
has a particular personal interest because it shows all the vehicles with which my own regiment were
equipped, in fact the Churchill VII Crocodile depicted in the book belonged to C Squadron 51st Royal
Tank Regiment. In addition, there is text and illustrations of the tanks of every country involved
in World War II at that time which makes the book an invaluable and reasonably priced guide for the
wargamer.

NAVAL. MARINE AND AIR FORCE UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR 2 by Andrew Mollo and Malcolm McGregor. (7-1"
X 5i"; 231 pages including 80 pages of coloured illustrations. Blandford Press - £2.75p.)

Whilst not of so much immediate interest to wargamers, this book, companion to the very success
ful ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR 2 by the same author and artist team, is the first book to cover the
naval and air force uniforms of all the armies of World War 2. Well up to the usual Blandford
standards it depicts interesting combat uniforms.

Also from Blandford come a trio of books on aircraft -

FIGHTERS 1939-^5 - Attack and Training Aircraft )

BOMBERS 1939-^5 - Patrol and Transport Aircraft )

BOMBERS IN SERVICE - Patrol and Transport Aircraft Since I96O )

All by

Kenneth Munson.

All 7i" X Af"; 163 pages including 80 pages coloured illustrations - £2.I0p.

Finally and still with the Blandford Press Limited, I have four dust-jackets which will grace
future series -

WORLD UNIFORMS AND BATTLES 1815-50 by Philip Haythornthwaite and Michael Chappell.

AIR FORCE BADGES AND INSIGNIA OF WORLD WAR 2 by Guide Rosignoli.

RIBBONS OF ORDERS. DECORATIONS AND MEDALS by Guido Rosignoli.

HOVERCRAFT AND HYDROFOILS by Roy McCIeavy.

MILITARY MODELLING ANNUAL 2 (9f" x 7i"; innumerable photos and line drawings. Patrick Stephens -
£2.95pTT

Packed with well illustrated (both black and white and colour) articles, the Annual contains a
number of features of interest to wargamers. Don Simmons instructs on building radio-control tanks
in MECHANIZED WARGAMES; Drawing for Model Makers by John Sandars contains a lot of useful information.
You can learn how to renovate battered Britains 5Amm figures, then there are some coloured plates by
Simkin of Indian Regiments and an article on U.S. Cavalry in the Indian Wars. There are a number of
articles illustrated in colour on uniforms of various periods including one on Austro-Hungarian Army
machine-gun units of World War I. The modern wargamer will find value in articles on camouflage
guide to military vehicles and scratch-building the Panzer Jaeger I while John Sandars comes into the
picture again with an article on making wheels. A very well produced and useful Annual.

THE ARMIES AND ENEMIES OF ANCIENT CHINA 1027 BC - 1286 ̂  by John P. Greer. (9f" x 7i"; 122
pages'! 135 line drawings. Wargames Research Group - £3.70p.)

This is the latest and most ambitious of all the productions of the Wargames Research Group and,



whilst it might have a relatively limited specialist interest, there is no douht that it is a unique
and valuable volume. I imagine that all those enthusiasts in the Society of Ancients who eagerly
seek new and unusual armies will be going through its pages with gusto as they weigh-up the respec
tive values of these (to me) fascinating hut hitherto quite mysterious armies. The hook gives
history of the organisation, tactics and training of hoth Chinese armies and their enemies; the
major battles of the period; the weapons and uniforms of Chinese aiid enemy soldiers; has a copious
Bibliography and gives line drawings of all soldiers and equipment mentioned. The Wargames Research
Group might not make a fortune out of this hut they have certainly upheld their reputation for pro
viding exclusive and otherwise unobtainable books and information for wargamers.

RENAISSANCE ARMIES 1480-1650 by George Gush. (9f" x 7t"; 128 pages. Many photographs, prints
and line—drawings. Patrick Stephens Limited - £^.25p.)

The author needs no introduction to wargamers as he ranks amongst the greatest enthusiasts and
the major contributors to the growth of our hobby. He does himself full justice in this well produced
and illustrated book which quite justifies his official,high ranking position in the Pike-and-Shot
Society! The numerous illustrations, many from contemporary prints and engravings, ably illustrate
the perhaps bizarre and diverse quality of the armies of the Renaissance and George's detailed
chapters on various armies of belligerent nations of the period makes this an invaluable source of
reference. In a way I am glad it was not out when I wrote the second volume of WARGAMES THROUGH THE
AGES 1420-1783 because I might have been tempted to dive too deeply into it! On the other hand, it
will be a fine complementary book to my forthqoming Wargaming in the Pike-and-Shot period, to be
published by David and Charles next year.

From Publishers MacDonald and Jane's I have received the latest pair of World War 2 FACT FILES —
SELF-PROPELLED ANTI-TANK AND ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS by Peter Chamberlain and John Milsom and

HEAVY ARTILLERY by Peter Chamberlain and Terry Gander.

With such a multiplicity of wonderful books (many by these authors) on the arms and equipment
of World War 2, the modernist wargamer should have no trouble whatsoever in turning out accurate
armies. The first of these books depicts enough unusual vehicles to whet the appetite of any model
maker and all of them are beautifully illustrated with new and hitherto unpublished photographs. The
second volume not only depicts the guns of World War 2 but also many "period" looking weapons which
were still around in 1939 and took some part in the fighting. Many of these old guns can be re
produced to arm our World War 1 and earlier armies where they might just sneak onto the wargames
table. Otherwise heavy artillery in a.wargames context usually has to shoot "off the map" if realism
is to be maintained. Nevertheless, this technical and practical fact of life does not deter from the
undoubted merit of this beautifully illustrated book.

THE LATEST BOOKS ON WARGAMING

AN INTRODUCTION TO WARGAMING by John Sandars. (7f" x 5|"; 150 pages; 8 pages of photographs
and numerous black-and-white line-drawings. Pelham Books Limited - £4.95p.,)

A long personal acquaintance with the author made me feel reasonably certain that this book
would be a sound, eminently practical and competently written manual with a strong slant towards his
beloved Western Desert warfare. In none of these expectations was I disappointed, rather I wasplealantirSriserby the inclusion of new aspects in a field where it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find fresh facts. Step-by-step John Sandars builds up his narrative so that it faith
fully conforms to the book's title and a reader new to the hobby will gain a v.ery fair and compre
hensive background knowledge from these pages. Being quite outstanding in the nractical
making and wargaming in the World War 11 period, the author naturally tends to slant his practical
examples towards this period at the same time as he imparts enough basic information of other periods
to encourage his readers to seek out more detailed information of the military historical eras in
which ?hS miSt be personally interested. On the other hand, if the readers interest lie in modern
wargaming then 1 doubt if there has been any other book written which puts him more into the picture
and® on these grounds alone this book should be read in stimulation of a neglected (if wargames-wise)
period of warfare far removed from Napoleonics and Ancients.

Having gone to a considerable amount of personal trouble to adequately organise my own pro-
fessional and writing life, I can admire the manner in which John Sandars, after retiring from the
Royal Navy in which he reached the rank of Lieutenant-Commander, has organised his own activities so
as to produce a fine first book - it is hoped that others of the same calibre will follow.

SKIRMISH WARGAMING by Donald Featherstone. (9i" x 6^"; 100 pages; 11 photos and 10 drawin,
Patrick Stephens Limited - £2.95p.)

At the time of going to press with this magazine the review being written by a highly qualified
wargamer - Mike Blake of Skirmish Wargames no less - is not to hand. So, rather
Christmas trade here is an advance note of the contents of this book. It is designed to stimulate
interest in Individual Wargaming with a few "personalised" figures fighting to rules which cover every
conceivable action they can make. Each Individual warrior, whatever his historical period, has his
own Dersonality fighting ability and experience reflected in the miniature by the admirable simp?I^d^rulersJeclficSly Conceived for thL book by Mike Blake, Ian Colwill and the late Steve Curtis.
There are ten scenarios in narrative form which set out the essential background and take the reader
uS ̂ o tie po?ntwherract?on begins - leaving him to fight it out from thereon. The scenarios begin
with the Viking raid in 850 AD; English archers in France, June 1429; English Civil War cavalry action
1643- tL Jolly Roger 1715; Th4 95th Rifles in the Peninsula, 1813; The French Foreign Legion in
Mexico 1866- The Massacre at Isandhlwana 1879; The Old West 1888; First World War trench raid 1916,
and Street fighting in Cassino 1944. The book is rounded off with figure sources and conversion ideas
and suppliers of models and accessories suitable for this style of wargaming. If you want a really
frank appraisal toy a man who has forgotten more about this than I know, read Mike Blake s review next
month!

100 pages; 11 photos and 10 drawin,



T HAVE BEEN TO

Donald Featherstone

THE ROYAL MARINES MUSEUM

at Eastney, Southsea

The story of the Royal Marines from 1664 to the present day. Uniforms,
Militaria and Medals including the complete collection of Royal Marines
Victoria Crosses. Relive over 300 years of history through dioramas, audio
visual programmes and panel presentations.

One of the finest Service Museums in Europe within the setting of the old
superb Victorian Officers' Mess, itself rich in Royal Marines history.Of course our party from the supero Victorian umcers Mess, itseit ncn in Koyai Marines nistory.

Wessex Military Society saw this new A "must" for the whole family to visit and enioy.
museum under the most auspicious 10-4 Mon-Fri, 10 - 12 Sat/.Sun. Admis,sion and car parking free.
circumstances as we were guests of
Bandmaster David Hough R.M. (of the
Royal Yacht) who not only "opened a
few doors" for us hut also royally
entertained us to lunch in the Sergeant's Mess! This is a museum recently laid-out in a superb up-to-
date manner, with clarity, dignity and interest predominating. We spent four hours wandering around
- it could easily have been eight! A further bonus occurred during the afternoon when we met the
professional maker of the dioramas which grace its halls - two in particular the taking of Gibralter
170^ and the attack on the Walcheren Islands - are particularly good. There is a graphic
"working" diorama (with commentary) of the Zeebrugge Raid in 1918 which is impossible to pass.

The museum is housed within the famous old-established Royal Marine Barracks at Eastney,
Portsmouth. This incomparable example of Victorian military architecture has been taken under the
protection of the National Trust - a walk through its grounds, under its arches and past its long
military buildings is a fine exercise in nostalgia. The museum itself occupies a wonderful building
that was once the Officer's Mess.

Readers may be interested to hear that there is a Royal Marine Historical Society with an annual
subscription of only £1.00p. Write to the Archivist at Eastney for details.

Perhaps the best description can be obtained from the official "hand-out" which is reproduced
below.

The Museum otfens visiior.s an extensive display of Royal Marines history from
their formation in 1664 to the present day. It comprises a chronological prc.sentation
of Royal Marines history and specialist displays as follows :

a. Early History Room. History and relics associated with tite early Marine
Regiments 1664-1755. the establishment of the three 'Grand Divisions', the
Seven Years War including the award of the laurel for the Battle of Belle Isle
1761, the American War of Independence and the Colonisation of Australia.

b. Main History Room, History and relics a.ssociated with :

(1) The Heyday of -Sail period 1793-1840 Including relics from Trafalgar
1805.

(2) The Mutinies at Spithead and the Nore 1797.

(3) The Victorian Wars 1854-1901.

(4) Zeebrugge 1918 including an audio model presentation.

(5) The Great War 'Per Mare Per I'erram' including an audio visual
presentation of the Battle of Jutland 1916.

(6) The Second World War 'Per Mare Per Terram' including an audio
visual presentation of the pre-Commando period 1939-42. operational
theatres and 'flying' Marines.

(7) The Post-War period 1946-197,5.

c. Medal Room. A comprehensive collection of the orders, decorations and
medals of Royal Marines including the complete collection of 10 Royal Marines
VCs and many other unique awards.

d. Uniform Room. A display of uniforms and prints relating to the dress
of the Corps throughout its history.

e. RM Bands. History and relics associated with the Royal Marines Divi
sional Bands and the Royal Naval/Marines Schools of Music, including an
audio visual presentation.

f. Picture and silver gallery. A representative collection of portraits and
silver items of Corps historical interest.

g. Miscellaneous displays including a history of other Marine Corps. Humour.
Barrack Histories and Sport.

h. Colours Hall. The history of Royal Marines Colours and Stands of
Colours presented at various periods of history.

j. Souvenir Shop. A wide range of souvenirs can be purchased including
RM replica ice drums, the latest RM Band recording, commemorative en
velopes. a Royal Marines Historical Brochure, ties, brooches, car badges,
plaques and very many other souvenirs.

NOTICE BOARD
Ray Gale of 338 High Street, Jarrow, Tyne and Wear, would like to contact other wargamers and

clubs in his area,

ooOoo

Major Richard Moore ROT, serving in Dusseldorf 4, (BFPO 3k Neurather Weg 80) finds it hard to
believe that there is no one in the whole British Army of the Rhine who shares his military interests!
I can't believe it either - so get in touch, you serving-soldier wargamers!

ooGoo

Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 - February 197k inclusive, 20p
each or 11 for £2,00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for 05,50). Back numbers MARCH 197k
onwards can be obtained from TRADITION, IBS Piccadilly, London W,I, at 35p per copy including postage
or FULL YEAR March I97k - February 1975 at £2,50p,

ooOoo

Does your table-top battlefield look realistic? Do it's hills, villages, bridges and hedgerows
inspire you to tactical triumphs? Or is it a colourless, makeshift affair of chalked roads and rivers,
matchbox bridges and houses? A natural looking terrain makes a good battle better! The WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER illustrated book "WARGAME TERRAINS" by Donald Featherstone, describes every facet of their
construction - sand tables; cloth-covered, scenic-squares and'plasticene; woods, villages, realistic
Boads and rivers. Obtainable from this magazine 55p including postage (02,00),



BRIDLE MODELS
2 Bridlo P«rsd«, Bridia lload,
Shirley, Croydon CilO 8HA
T«l: 01-777 4808

rcw nmm Fiouns by stmmmm
ALL AT £2.60 EACH ^ .
CS1 British Gransdisf, 1760, thrOwbA giBnadB. -
CS2 Private Coldstrsam Guairi^ 1816.
CS3 Private Scots Guards, 1830.
CS4 British "Para", present day.
CSS American Continental Line in srlntBr dress (budtskin shirt).
CS6 Coldstream Guard, 1777.
CS7 French Hussar, 1815, Trooper.
CS8 French Grenadier of the Guard Napoleonic.
CS9 -British Officer in Queens Regt., 1660 (oen be used, lor any

European army).

STAODEN 90ihm
ALL AT £2.96 EACH
BRITISH

The Duke of Weilington
Life Guard/Horse Guard
Heavy Dragoon
Light Dragoon
L>ght Dragoon (1^00)
Highland Officer
Highland Private
Line Infantry Officer
Infantry Private
Rifle Brigade Officer
Wurtemberg Garde de Corps
Wurtemberg Grenadier
Royal Marina Officer

Britieh (1821) DfBcer Life Guards

NAPOLEONIC FRBICH
Napoiaon
Empress Dragoon Trumpeter
French Line OlRcer
Grenadier Imperial Guard
Officer Imperial Guard
Lancer Imperial Guard
Private Young Guard
Trumpeter Imperial Guard Lancere
Husaar Oflleer, Centre Coya.
Cuiraaaier Officer
Grenadier al Cheval

BRITISH (1900)
British (1820) Officer Life Guards
Dragoon/Dragoon Guard Trooper, service dress.
Dragoon/Dragoon Guard Officer, full dreae.
Infantry Private, service dress, Slade Welleee equipment.
Officer Indian Cavefry-4:encer Officer, full dreea, Husaar Officer, full dreas.

Lif. 6u»nJ/Ho»». Gutirt.
Guardsman, Coldstream Guards.

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE ITH
Private Continental Una in Regimantal Coat.
Privata Continental Line in Hunting Shirt.
Private Black Watch PriVM. HrasiaA Qimaditr
Private Ught Infantry . OMwr Britiah Lbw

STADOEN 54mffl LARGE BTOCKS CA'D^pOUe EEp PttM Bp
. 3EHIQL 77

Foot £t#e. Samurai 12.86, Mouhfpd 17.60, CaiBrt ^nd RIdar nO» ftimm
kits Foot OJO. Nmr tiata now •MdiiWr of pH SariW 77 pitMiicta, a«nd
SAE.

STAOE W — ROMANS 1M cammY
FOOT FIQUIIES
15/1 Eagle Baarer 18/4 Legionary 15/8 Officer
15/2 Homist 15/5 Standard Bearer 15/9 Legionary
15/3 Standard Baarer 15/7 Centurion 15/11 Archer
MOUNTED FIGURES
15/6 Officer 15/10 Spearman
For 15/6 figure only standing horse available, 15/10 walking horse, 15/3,
16/4 and 15/8 are casual figures, all others marching.
NEW FROM HISTOREX .
751 DEATH HUSSARS. 17%3. £1.85 each.

Full Dress Hungarian and Boots.
Field Dresa PaTisaa and Buttoned Overalls.
Officer, Trooper. Trumpeter.

752 PONIATOWSKI'S GUIDES — £1.85 each.
In Busby — Surtout — Hungarian Boots.
Officer. Trumpeter. Guide. „ „

753 INN PACKET. A packet of assorted utensils and furniture. £1.85.
754 FARM YARD PACKET. Assorted utensils and furniture. £1.85.

CATALOGUE 90p Post 15p

HINCHLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THSY MAKE and all the new figures as
they are released. Current White List lOp (Post 8p). New Catalogue to be
issued. Sea HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue.

AMERICAN FIGURES — We are sorry not to have issued our lists but
have bean waiting delivery from U.S.A. Stocks should be in in by the
time this advertisement is Issued and all clients who have asked for lists
will receive them very soon.
We now have some valiant Catalogues 70p Post 8p.
IN STOCK — (mrie/Rislay. Cavalier. Bugle & Guidon, Squadron/Rubin,
Superior 90's and Little General.
OTHER FIGURES IN STOCK — Rose (^Catalogue E1.(X) Post 15p). Phoenix
(Catalogue 40p Post 13p). Msn-O-War, Lasset. Sanderson, Cameo,
Sanderson. All listed in Greenwood & Ball Catalogue 45p Post 13p.
20p Postage for more than one catalogue.

WE SPECIALISE IN MAIL ORDER —
Postage UK Only — Orders up to £5 5
add ZOp. over £5 add 26p. Overaeas:
Surface Mail add 20V, to order ag
total; Air Mall: Charged at cost. U

SHOP HOURS aer Wfcfchww Bd"" y;
rs-Fri-Sat.5.1S to 8 p.m.

inindn^ 10.00 tip'4.30
CLOSED MondeP-end Tuesday
NO parking iMtrfetioos
Apply bare. '

NAPOLtOWIC WARGAME RULES oOp
The original Reed Rules,used by many clubs
NAPOLEONIC NAVitL RULES 15p
Per fleet actions with 1" models on hexagons
NAPOLEONIC 5mm AiuENDLENTS 10p
Amend our Napoleonic Rules for 5n™ troops
MEDIEVAL SKIRiilSH RULES 25p
For one-for-one skirmishes with individual figures

f/gy/ WAR of the SPANISH SUCCESSION for 15mni 25p
Refight Marlborough's wars in 15inm scale

»/eW SPACE WARFARE RULES for battles of the future 50p
These include simple and advanced campaigns and
battle rules for spaceships
All available from Stephen Reed,13 Le May Close,Horley,

Surrey.Add 8p post & packing to your order please.



Mr METAL
IDmm FIGURES Peter Laing

COLONIALS
F601 British infantry marching 4p
F603 British infantry advancing 4p
F6C^ Officer marching, with

revolver 4p
F607 British infantry, firing

standing 4p
F609 British officer standing 4p
F611 Boer firing, lying 4p
F613 Hadendowah (Dervish,

Fuzzy Wuzzy) 4p
F515 Pathan tribesman on guard 4p
F617 Zulu rifleman firing,

standing 4p
F619 Zulu rifleman firing, lying 4p
F621 Pathan in skull cap

firing, kneling 4p
F622 Boer advancing, rifle

at trail 4p
F624 British officer firing revolver 4p
F626 Zulu running 4p
F628 Dervish standing with spear 4p
F630 Egyptian/Sudanese

infantry marching 4p
F632 Indian army sepoy

marching 4p

M601 British lancer charging 8p
M603 Boer, mounted on pony 8p

yeomanry 8p
M605 Mounted imperial
M608 Dervish armoured

horseman 8p
M610 Indian army lancer 8p

F634 Gurkha marching, rifle
at trail 4p

F635 British infantry lying firing 4p
F602 Highlander marching 4p
F604 Highlander advancing 4p
F606 Bagpiper marching 4p
F608 Highlander firing, standing 4p
F610 Boer firing, standing 4p
F612 Jihadia rifleman (Dervish) 4p
F614 Pathan tribesman firing,

standing
F616 Zulu marching 4p
F618 Zulu rifleman advancing 4p
F620 Zulu advancing with raised

Assegai 4p
F623 British bugler 4p
F625 British infantry firing.

kneeling 4p
F627 Fuzzy Wuzzy with raised

spear

F629 Dervish with raised sword 4p
F631 Egyptian/Sudanese

standing firing 4p
F633 Indian army private

standing firing 4p

M602 British cavalry, horse
walking "P

M604 Boer, leading pony 8p
M606 Artillery horse, with rider 8p
M609 Egptian/Sudanese

cavalryman op
A412 Draught Ox oP

FEUDALS
F201 Norman infantry with

spear standing
F2C3 Norman archer
F20o Saracen with spear.

marching
F207 Norman with raised

sword

F209 Unarmoured Saxon with
sword, standing

F211 Norman standing, with
spear vertical

F213 Unarmoured Saxon
archer

F214 Unarmoured Saxon
with raised axe

F216 Unarmoured cross-
bowman

M201 Mounted Saracen with
drawn sword 8

M203 Mounted Norman
knight, charging 8

M205 Mounted Saracen
archer 8

M207 Turkish horse archer 8
A203 Two men and missile 8

A201 Mangonel (2 part kit) 12p

Also available- Artillery - Gatling - Gardner - Camel Corps
P 8. P extra Orders up to £1, 14p; £2, iSp; £3, 17p; £4, 19p: £5, 21p. Over
ES Post Free
Serid lOp for list plus sample figure. Over 400 items in nine different
periods available.

PETER LAING
'MINDEN', SUnON ST. NICHOLAS, HEREFORD HR1 3BD

Tel: 518 (STD 043 272)

(Early Medlevals)
F202 Norman infantry with

axe, marching 4p
F204 Saracen with raised

sword 4p
F206 Saracen archer 4p
F208 Norman resting on

shield 4p
F210 Saracen with spear.

standing 4p
F212 Unarmoured Saxon

marching, with spear 4p
F215 Armoured crossbowman 4p
F217 Armoured Norman

spearman, kneeling 4p
A202 Man with lever for

Mangonel 4p

M202 Mounted Norman knight.
with lance 8p

M204 Mounted armoured
Saracen knight 8p

M206 Norman knight, on
rearing horse 6p

M208 Charging Norman,
drawn sword 8p

A412 Draught Ox 8p

A411a Ox cart, with solid
wheels 12p

seagull modelCgb] ltd.

THURLOE STREET

-SO. KENSINGTON TUBE STATION.

CARD MODELS
GELI aircraft
The full range of these models in 1/33rd scale
and printed on plasticised paper is now available.
Some examples are given below. Send S.A.E.
for list.
2 Supermarine Spitfire 40p
4 Messerschmitt Me 110 ....! 75p
8 Messerschmitt Me 109 40p
18 Junkers JU 87 Stuka 55p
24 Heinkel He 113 40d

English Electric Li

15 Exhibition RoatJ, Lon(don. S.W.7 Telephone 01-584 8275

We are pleased to announce that we have acquired extensive new offices and warehousing
space to enable us to deal more efficiently with both our mail order and trade customers, and wish
to thank all of you for your continuing support which has made it all possible.
Please Note; Goods are offered at prices ruling at the date of order and subject to availability. We
regret we can only answer enquiries when accompanied by an S.A.E.

companies in 54mm and over; Nurse, Boer War period £1.30
Series 77 — Merite — Valiant. Send S.A.E. for
li

ghtning
Hawker Hurricane

40 Fishpot B 75p
41 Vickers Viscount £2.25
44 V. Wellington £1.25
46 Westland Whirlwind 40d
49 Zlin Z 526 40p
We hold stocks of over 400 different card models
of aircraft, buildings, cars, ships, etc., including
the famous Mlcromodels, Wilhelmshaven,
Schreiber and Ingenia ranges.

Plastics
1/76 Matchbox
S-herman Firefly — Comet 1 — PZKFW 111 Aus 1
— Panther G — Humber A/C Mk II — Puma
A/C — Wespe SPG — M.16 — Chaffee —
Jagdpanther. All at 30p.
Full ranges of Eidai, Esci, Fujimi, Nitto and
Hasegawa armour.

Metal figures
We stock the complete ranges of the following

stings.
Minot — 30mm.
Sanderson — Lasset — Catalogue 40p.
Rose — Catalogue £1.00.
Phoenix — Catalogue 50p.
Hinchliffe 54's. 75's and guns — Listing lOp.
Ensign — Catalogue 50p,
Deauville — Send S.A.E. for listing.
Selected Stadden 90's, 80's and 54*s
plus many more,

Old Guard
H.2 British Infantry, Boer War 1899 £1.50
H.3 British Infantry Officer, Indian Mutiny
H.5 British Infantry Private, kneeling... £1.50
H.6 U.S. Infantry Private, kneeling Cuba/

1857 £1.50
H.4 British Infantry Private advancing... £1.50

Mexico 1897/1902 £1.50
H.7 U.S. Infantry Private advancing,

Cuba/Mexico 1897/1^2 £1,50
H.8 U.S. Infantry Private walking at

port, Cuba/Mexico 1897/1902 £1.50
H.9 U.S. Marine Private, rifle at port,

Cuba/Mexico 1897/1902 £1.50

Deauville
Blucher at Ligny 1815—Complete, diorama
two horses plus five figures £9.95

Prussian Landswher with carrots, rabbit
etc. ... £1.80

Prussian Landswher with tripod musket,
etc £1.30

City of London Imperial Volunteer 1960 .'.*.' £1.50

Weapons
L.E.S. full size hand guns—exact reproductions of
the original weapons in hard plastic—which cock,
fire and eject. All working parts in metal.
1  Luger PO/8 £2.75
2  Luger PO/8 artillery model £2.75
3 Walther P.38 £2.75
4 S. & W. Magnum 6" barrel £2.75
5  S. & W. Magnum Police model S-j"

barrel £2.75
6 Remington Derringer £1.50
7  Colt pocket pistol £1.56
8 Walther Model 9 £1.50
9 Colt 45 Government issue £2.95
10 Colt Commander £2.95
Full range of G.H.Q. 285th A.F.V.'s, still the best
in the world. S.A.E. for listing.
Plus full range of Ensign and Fleetline 1/1200th
scale warships.
Plus ruil range of 1/700th scale ships.
Pius full range of Avalon Hill Games, W.R.G.
rules, books on uniforms, A.F.V.'s, Ships, etc.

Central London Agents for Precision Petite Drills.

STOP PRESS
We are now Centra! London Agents for S & T —
SPI Games.
In stock — Sensational new Humbrol Air Brush
fully adjustable £3.25.

Postage and Packing
Minimum postage 15p Otherwise 10%.



HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-427

0387

25mm GARRISON ANCIENTS

Infantry 9p
Cavalry 20p
Camel and Rider 30p
War Elephant and Crew £1.08
Chariots 93p
PERSIA
PE1 Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer
PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantryman, unarmoured, spear and

shield and bow in case, attacking
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield hung on spear planted in

ground for PE6
PE7 Infantryman, unarmoured, shield and

javelin
PE8 Infantryman, unarmoured, shield and

javelin
PE9 Infantryman, unarmoured, firing bow
PE9A Shield hung on spear planted in

ground for PE9
PE10 Armoured Infantryman, spear and

shield, attacking
PE11 Phrygian, armoured with crested

helmet: spear and shield attacking
PE12 Phrygian, armoured with crested

helmet, spear and shield in reserve
PE13 Phrygian, armoured with crested

helmet with double headed axe
PEC1 Cavalry Officer
PEC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
PEC3 Cavalryman, unarmoured, spear and

shield with bow in case
PEC4 Cavalryman, unarmoured with spear

and bow in case
PECS Cavalryman armoured with spear and

shield
PECS Clibanarius spear shield bow in case

on armoured horse
PEC7 Camel Corps armoured spear and

shield with bow in case armoured
camel

PEC8 Camel Corps unarmoured spear and
shield with bow in case unarmoured
camel

S20 Sythed Chariot with 2 crew

Gl Officer cloak and double crested
Corinthian helmet

G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite Corinthian, helmet, in reserve
G4 Hoplite Corinthian, helmet, attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast, unarmoured with Hoplite,

shield, spear, attic helmet, attacking
G7 Slinger
G8 Archer, armoured, taking arrow from

quiver
G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer,

unarmoured. drawing bow
G10 Spartan Hoplite, cloak, crested Pilos

helmet, in reserve
Gil Spartan Hoplite, cloak, crested Pilos

helmet, attacking
G12 Theban Hoplite, attic helmet,

attacking
G13 Peltost, small shield, javelin and

Thracian helmet
G14 Theban Hoplite, attic helmet, in

reserve

GC1 Cavalry Officer
GC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
GC3 Cavalryman, armoured shield and

spear, Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman, unarmoured, shield and

spear, Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalryman, armoured with javelin,

attic helmet
ROMAN EMPIRE

RE1 Tribune on foot
RE2 Centurion advancing
RES Signifer
RE4 Cornicer
RES Aquilifer
RES Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary with shield and spear,

attacking
RES Auxiliary Slinger
RES Auxiliary with shield and javelin
RE10 Auxiliary Asiatic armoured archer
REC1 Cavalry Officer
REC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
REC3 Cavalryman, armoured with spear and

shield

THE MODEL SHOP
31 ST. ANN'S ROAD
HARROW, MIDDLESEX

REC4 Cavalryman, leather armour with
shield and javelin

ASSYRIA
A1 Officer, armoured with sword
A2 Infantryman, armoured with spear and

shield, attacking
A3 Infantryman, armoured with spear and

shield, in reserve
A4 Standard Bearer

A5 Archer, armoured, firing bow
A6 Archer, unarmoured, drawing bow
A7 Infantryman with long mail coat with

spear and shield and bow in case, in
reserve

A8 Unarmoured Infantryman with spear
and shield, attacking

A9 Armoured Slinger
A10 Unarmoured Slinger with shield
All Infantryman In long mail coat with

shield and spear and bow in case,
attacking

A12 Unarmoured Infantryman with shield
and spear, in reserve

AC1 Cavalry Officer
AC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
AC3 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and

spear
AC4 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and

spear and bow in case
ACS Unarmoured Cavalryman with shield

and spear and bow in case
S19 Heavy Chariot with 3 crew

ROMAN REPUBLIC
RR1 Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR3 Trumpeter
RR4 Princepes, mail coat, large shield and

spear, in reserve
RR5 Haslati, mail coat, large shield and

pilum
RR6 Triari, leather armour, large shield and

spear, attacking
RR7 Veleti, unarmoured. small shield and

javelin
RRC1 Cavalry Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman, armoured with spear and

shield
RRC3 Cavalry Standard Bearer

Mail Order Add 25p p&p up to £5. Over, post free UK only

m  (MPT
These new 54mm figures capture the

simplicity of style and deep faith of the

Renaissance craftsman. In white metal

for the painter or antiqued English
Pewter for the lover of fine things, this

specially commissioned Nativity Group

could be a future heirloom. The pieces

are available in sets as listed so that

the entire group may be purchased over

a period.

White metal sets CLT) - £3-60 plus vat
Antiqued pewter CHP) ~ £4- 20 plus vat

LT/RP24 Holy Family: 25 Magi:

26 Shepherds: 27 Boy eind animals

NEW HOPE DESIGN-ROTHBURY-
NORTHUMBERLAND NE65 7QJ-



SPECIALISTS IN

METAL MILITARY MINIATURES

MAIL

ORDER
103 WALSALL ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS 53180

HOME

EXPORT

Todays precision military miniatures deserve
equally superior Modern Battle Ground resin
cast wargames and diorama accessories.

9 WW2 Small sandbagged positions for light anti-tank
guns, mortars, machine guns and bazooka. 20-25mm

9 WW2 Large positions including, pillboxes,derelict
cottage and artillery earthworks. 20-25mm

# Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery
positions and derelict farmhouse flj5-30mm

# Ancient and Medieval artillery/defensive positions.
25-30 mm

# 'project 300' Micro buildings range includes
Arab, Tunisian, European styles. y300th

SAE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES

New from

LAMMING
MINIATURES

After the competitions Relax!
Have a 'Fun' Game

With our MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN
& BATTLE RULES

( One-to-one)

Price 60p (Including postage)

NEW RELEASES

S/1 Saxon Fyrdman Long teordrop shield, oval
S/2 Saxon Huscarle shield or round shield
S/3 Norman Light Archer
SC/1 Norman Knight—mounted—open hand for spear

etc.—ovei arm

SC/2 Norman Knight—mounted—open hand for spear—
under arm

MC/9 Medieval Mounted Light Footman with shield and
spear or wire bow and arrows, etc.

MF/19 Wizard
Also Bishops Mitre Crest for Great Helm
AS/3 Sassanid Foot Archer

For full catalogue send 15p to:

UMMING MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET HULL - HU3 IDA

A wide range of Landscape

and Diorama pieces in 20/25mm
scale designed for the wargamer and
military enthusiast.

A new series of Landscapes and

Diorama Accessories in 1:285/1:300
scale for those interested in
Micro-Armour Warfare.

Diorama Trays and Model
Stands in several shapes and sizes.

Rockface and plain Polystyrene
Modelling Sheet in
thicknesses from .010-.040"

CinC produce a
BE'in growing range of

finely cast metal

models of 1/285 scale AFV's
which is generally accepted as
being the finest Micro-Armour
range available.

The new Micro-Fleet range of 1/2400
scole W.W.2. warships offer superb
detail In this smal l scale.

CinC also offer a wide range of
Napoleonic and ACW Figures and
Artillery pieces in 20mm scale
together with a newly announced
range of 30mm scale figures,
mounted and foot, promised for the
near future.

FOR THE

MILITARY MODELLER

mERCATOR
Mercator produce a range of over 150
different Tanks, Vehicles and
accessories to 1:200 scale.
Each model is individually cast and
painted in the appropriate colour
scheme.

Mercator also produce a fine series
of Marine Miniatures to 1:1250
scale which are much sought after
by collectors of ship models.

.^RMTEC
Invaluable to the AFV modeller,
the Armtec range of accessories
covers 1/35, 1/48 & 1/76 scales.

The range includes Machine Guns,
Mortars, AFV Tools and Breakdown
Equipment, Jerricans, Spare Track
Plates and fine metal Tow Chain.

New Armtec Cast Items just becomirsg
ovailoble also vac-formed tank

conversions for several Alrfix kits.

Available from your
local hobby stockist MICRO-MOLD

1-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GOfllNG-BY-SEA SUSSEX



GARRISON WARGAME FIGURES

SASSANID

RANGE

SA1 Infantry Officer.
SA2 Infantry, Stancferd Bearer.
SA3. ̂  Levy Infantry, attacking.
SA4 Levy Infantry, m reserve.
SA5 Mercenary Light Javelinman.
SA6 Mercerlary Archer.
SA7 • Mercenary Slinger.

SAC1 Cavalry Officer^
SAC2 Cavalry, Standard Bearer. •• • •
SACS. Light Cavalryman with JavelTh', ■

and bow. . • >v'.' i
SAC4 Ciibinarius. ' ■
SAC5 Cataphract, " i

QUALITY IS

OUR THEME

GREENWOOD & BALL LTD.
61 WESTBURY STREET THORNABY ON TEES TEESSIDE

USA
COULTER-BENNETT LTD

12158 Hamlin Street,

North Hollywood,

California 91606

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

CANADA
UNICORN MINIATURES

Box 331

Richmond Hill,

Ontario

FRANCE -
ARLOD S. A.

Modelisme

8 Place Des Victoires

75002 Paris

Background Books for Wargamers and Modellers
A great new series of in-depth studies of the most militarily
interesting battles in history. Each title examines in detail the
political and military background to the conflict, the personalities
involved, forces engaged and the terrain, and then goes on to
discuss the various ways in which the battle can be re-created
on the wargames table.Each book illustrated with maps,
diagrams and plates. £4.50 net.

Bontenogr

-  -'i

•  i.f'

JUST PUBLISHED: ^
The Battle of Fontenoy Charles Grant 1
The Battle of Waterloo B J Hurren

The Battle of Salamis Richard B Nelson

William Luscombe
The Mitchell Beaziey Group

Artists House, 14-15 Manette Street, London WIV 5LB.



MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION

A

Make a date for the

45th Model Engineer
Exhibition

Model boats, locomotives, aircraft, traction engines,

workshop equipment, military models, clocks, crafts.

AT SEYMOUR HALL*, LONDON W1., DAILY 10 a.m.-8 p.m. FROM
TUESDAY DECEMDER 30th 1975 TO SATURDAY |ANUARY 11th 1976

(not open Sunday)

Once again the Seymour Hall will be a meeting point at the
turn of the year for craft and modelling enthusiasts of all
types. Examples of every type of model-making will be on
show, from the minute to the enormous. Competition
classes cover the whole range of modelling, from live steam
locomotives to military miniatures. Demonstrations, club and
trade, will include workshop techniques, brazing, painting,
etc., etc., through to wargaming and craft work. Visitors will
be able to see and buy many of the hard-to-get bits and
pieces, tools, publications, figures, kits, and the like, ask
questions, chat to fellow enthusiasts, and, of course, see some
outstanding examples of work.

The MAIN HALL will have a slightly different layout this
time, improving, it is hoped, the flow of visitors and im
proving viewing. A main feature will be the traditional
S.M.E.E. passenger railway in non-stop service with a variety
of interesting locomotives on show and in action. The ex
tremely popular S.M.E.E. workshop will be there, manned by
experts ready to answer your queries or discuss your prob
lems (don't be shy!), plus a display of models running on
compressed air.

This year the LARGE FLYING CIRCLE, balcony to balcony,
will be the scene of electric flying competitions in addition to
regular demonstrations of the latest developments in this
exciting aspect of aeromodelling.

TRADE STANDS include some old favourites and some
newcomers, and should offer something of interest to every
one. Demonstrations will, be continual on many of these.

More such stands plus CLUB and SOCIETY stands appear in
the BRYANSTON ROOM, again with scores of models on
show and continual demonstrations. The third hall, the
LECTURE HALL, will include craft work and more exhibits.

THE BOATING MARINA, parallel with the main hall, will
feature demonstrations of boats—you can bring your own
boat along for a run if you write to us beforehand to check
dates and times. Evenings (in particular) and all day Saturdays
will see M.P.B.A. demonstrations, but clubs or individuals are
most welcome on other days.

Several hundred people can sit in the GALLERIES adjacent to
the balconies, where there will be more models, while the
central balcony will be the scene of wargaming displays, etc.

SOUVENIR GUIDE

Another CHRISTMAS EXTRA issue of Model Engineer will be
coming out 2nd Friday in December with entries, trade
stands, articles galore to assist the visitor and solace the stay-
at-home.

REFRESHMENTS

Restaurant Service (licensed) available on ground floor.
Parties may book in advance. Also soft drinks, cakes, sand
wiches.

ADMISSION

Price of admission at the door will be: 45p adult, 25p child
inc. V.A.T. A child is regarded as anyone still at school.
Children under five who have not started school and are

accompanied will not be charged.

Reduced admission charges for pre-booking as under:

Single and small number pre-booking tickets available from
these offices. Adult 35p, Child 20p. Parties of more than 10:
Adult 30p, Child ISp. Teachers i/c parties free—one per 10
in party.

A combined family ticket can also be bought in advance.

Advance bookings and details from Exhibition Manager,
M.A.P. Ltd., P.O. Box 35, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP11EE

* Seymour Hall is north of Marble Arch and east of Edgware Road, within reasonable walking distance of
Baker Street, Edgware Road, or Marbie Arch Underground stations.

MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION



Specially Animated 54mm "Scotland Forever, Waterloo 1815.

(Chas. C. StaddenMiniatures Re<;.)

New Tradition Knights 36figures avaUaNeinJSmm
all with painting details.

/a Unpainted £2-50 plus postage, 20p
W  W per figure/foreign: $7*50 inclusive

KING OF HUNGARY KING JOHN OF FRANCE

SIR JOHN SUliy KING OF POLAND SIR JOHN

1350 CASIMIR 1333.1370 D'ABENON 1320

OTHER FIGURE LISTS NOW AVAILABLE
25mm figures: 20p (inc. postage) 75mm |
30mm figures: 50p (inc. postage) 80mm I
54mm figures: 55p (inc. postage) 90mm (

120mm

WatlAM EARL COUNT GUNTHER

OF SALISBURY VON SCHWARZBURG
1340 1349

figures: stamped addressed
envelope only.

•KING HENRY V

•EDWARD

PLANTAGENET (THE

BLACK PRINCE)

•KING JOHN I OF

FRANCE

•JOHN (THE BLIND)
KING OF BOHEMIA

•GUNTHER VON

SCHWARZBURG 1349

•HENRY PERCY

('HOTSPUR') 1364-1403
•THOMAS BEAUCHAMP,

EARL OF WARWICK

•SIR HUGH CALVELEY

•JOHN MONTAGU EARL

OF SALISBURY

•SIR JOHN DEGRAILLY

CAPITAL DE BUCH

•SIR WALTER PAVELEY

•SIR JOHN SULLY K.G.

•WILLIAM MONTACUTE,
EARL OF SALISBURY

K.G.

•SIREDMONDDE

THORPE

•SIR ROBERT KNOLLES

K.G.

•SIR THOMAS

DAGWORTH

•THOMAS BARON

CAMOYS

•SIR JOHN D'ABERNON
•ROBERT DE MAMINES

•JAQUES DE
CREVECOEUR

188 Piccadilly, London, WIV 9DA.

•THE DUKE OF

BRABANT

•COUNT JEAN DE

LUXEMBOURG

•SIR JOHN DE LISLE

LORD OF ROUGEMONT

•WILLIAM MARSHAL

EARL OF PEMBROKE

•KING RICHARD I

(COEUR-DE-LION)
•SIR RICHARD GREY,
LORD GREY OF

CODNORK.G.

•SIR RALPH BASSETT,

LORD BASSETT OF

DRAYTON K.G.

•SIRNEELLORYNG

•SIRGUYDEBRYEN,

LORD BRYEN K.G.

•SIRJOHNBOURCHIER,

LORD BOURCHIER K.G.

•HUMPHREY DE BOHUN,
EARL OF HEREFORD

AND ESSEX

•A GERMAN KNIGHT OF
THEECKERSAW

FAMILY

•KING PEDRO I (PEDRO
THE CRUEL) OF
CASTILE

•KING OF SCOTLAND

•KING OF POLAND

•KING OF HUNGARY



GEORGE WASHINGTON.

THE FIRST AMERICAN PRESIDENT
WHO COULDN'T TEU A LIE.

Airfix have made George Washington
the newsubjectoftheir 54mm. scale
Collectors series.

^  The peace treaty was
eventually signed in France

in 1783.

Immortalised by his confession to
felling a cherry tree ('Father, I can not tell a
lie'), George Washington was promoted to
Commander-in-Chief shortly afterthe
beginningoftheWarof Independence in
1775. He proved himself a brilliantand
courageous leader who, after some defeats,
many setbacks and much hardship, finally
led his army to victory.

Which leads us to another Airfix

model -The American Soldier of 1775.
These soldiers wore many variations of
uniform and although George Washington
issued dress regulation orders, uniform
and equipment continued to vary due to
desperate shortages.

The Airfix figure represents an infantry
man-dressed in one of the adopted dress
styles. He can either be modelled as an NCO
carrying the spontoon, or as a standard
bearer, with musket, tomahawk or sword.

And it was in France, thirty
two years later, The French
Cuirassierofl815arrivedonthe
scene-the subject of another

kf M Airfixfigure. He'satrooperofthe®  'ffl. 7th regiment which joined with
the 12th to form the Travers , ■

Brigade and was instrumental in the
destruction ofthe Scots Greys at Waterloo. J

These detailed models come . M
complete with template for
accurate cutting of belts, reins
and straps. Real 'musts' for
every serious military modeller,

LiRFi:

The world's bisgest range of construction kits

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


